MPS Exhibits and Property Manual
Introduction
1 . 1 The manual is a living document and the content will be reviewed on a regular basis . Any
comments or suggestions should be sent by email . It cannot cover every eventuality and there will
be occasions when local management decisions will apply . If in doubt , advice may be sought from
the relevant policy branch.
1 .2 Not all the procedures described in this manual will be the direct responsibility of the LSS team .
However , the LSS team will be expected to be the source of advice on most e xhibit procedures . A
nominated officer , usually the Local Service Delive ry Manager (LSDM), will be responsible for the
Criminal Exhibit Store and ensure that approved procedures are adhered to .
1 . 3 When handling e xhibits , it is important that the correct course of action is followed from the
point of sei zure. The consequence when something goes wrong bears no relation to the value of the
exhibit in question . Detailed descriptions, a clear audit trail and care of the exhibit will aid that
process. It must be remembered that however valueless and trivial an item may be, it remains
someone's property and, as temporary custodians, police have a duty of care whilst it is in thei r
possession.
1 .4 Individual responsibility, supported by consistent supervision is essential to make the methods
laid down in this manual effective . All personnel with SMT responsibility should refer to guidance
on `risk management' for further advice .

1 .5 Definition of crime related exhibits
Crime related exhibits covers all items sei zed by or otherwise coming into the possession of police
during the investigation of a criminal offence(s) , including those found by or handed to police
which are thought to have a connection with crime . It is property which ,
• is or is believed to be stolen ; or,
• has been used as tools or weapons in c riminal activities ; or,
• is the proceeds of crime ;
• or , it may be an offence to possess ; or,
• may have evidential value in an investigation or prosecution ; or,
• is prisoners' personal property (See section 2 .6.4)

1 .6 Police powers
Police have wide r anging powers to sei ze any item that they think may have been stolen, used in the
commission of crime or is otherwise of evidential value . The main provisions for seizure of
prope rty are contained within Section 19 , Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984.
When seizing exhibits, consideration must be given to Section 22(4) of PACE which states "
Nothing may be retained for either of the purposes mentioned in subsection (2) (a) above if a
photograph or copy would be sufficient for that purpose . "
To view Section 22 on the Police National Legal Database, please click here .

When it is proper and safe to do so , officers are encouraged either to leave prope rty in the custody
of its current keeper or to consider its earliest possible return to the lawful owner .
Once a decision has been made to sei ze an item, the question of retention then arises . Section 22 of
the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 requires that as soon as any item of property is no
longer required for police purposes it MUST be returned; it is therefore important to remember that
the decision to retain is a continuous one and should be constantly under review. This is particularly
important in the case of perishable goods or those items whose retail value will decrease with
prolonged storage .
The seizure of motor vehicles creates serious storage problems . For further information on this
topic , please see Vehicle removal and disposal toolkit.

2. Crim e re l ated ex hibits
Introduction
2.1 Risk management
2.1 .1 Risk management - Introductio n
The Met policy and associated Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) provides detailed guidance on
the implementation of business risk management policy and process and may be accessed by
clicking here . It should be noted that regular auditing is a key aspect in m anaging the risk around
exhibit h andling and this chapter should be read in conjunction with section 2 .6.3 `Auditing ' .
2. 1 .2 The SOP advocates the use of bow tie based risk registers .
2.1 .3 Considerations
The risk management process should not be bureaucratic and a common sense approach must be
taken when conside ring risks . The following factors are examples to be considered in the mitigation
of risk in exhibit management . The majority are extracts from a Department of Professional
Standards operational learning document following an investigation of wrongdoing.
2.1 .14 Regular property audits of high value items in the exhibit stor e
This will show items missing or permanently booked out on enquiries .
2.1 .15 Filling long term supervisory vacancies created by suspension or long term illnes s
A supervisory gap that is not filled creates a void in the chain of comm an d. This limits the upward
flow of information regarding the day-to-day activity actually going on within a unit .
2.1 .6 Balancing workload portfolios
Equal distribution of workloads across portfolios should raise the baseline of intrusive supervision.

2.1 .7 SMT handovers when taking command of unit
Issues such as an outstanding MPS Inspectorate Review that identifies areas for improvement in
exhibit h andling procedures would not fall through the gaps .
2.1 .8 Control and audit of temporary vehicle log books
Booking in and out of log books and control over what vehicles were issued to would prevent log
books being used to attempt to legitimise the driving of prisoners' vehicles as pool cars .
2.1 .9 SMT access to ke ypad / locked squad office s
Frequent, visible and intrusive management will detect lapses in procedures such as prisoners '
prope rty / exhibits being used in offices.
2.1 .10 Internal Audits of police equipment .
Audit of police equipment c an show equipment without formal origin and warr ant further enqui ries.
2.1 .11 Appointing experienced deputie s
In the absence of direct supervision experienced deputies with the "emotional resilience" to
challenge inappropriate behaviour will contribute to self-regulation .
2.1 .12 Sufficient Exhibit Store capacity
An exhibit store that is running at 98% capacity may unwi ttingly encourage the creating of parallel
exhibit storage systems.
2.1 .13 Early use of the wrongdoing reporting syste m
The early use of "The Right Line" or "Right Line on line" will enable early lower level management
intervention .

2.1 .14 Example Risk Register
A sample register may be found by clickin g

2.2 Borough exhibit store and responsibilities
Introduction
2.2.1 Local Shared Services (LSS) Tea m
The Local Shared Services (LSS) team is directly responsible to the Local Service Delivery
Manager (LSDM) or nominated officer for the safe storage and monitoring of all types of exhibits
taken into police possession . This includes crime related exhibits and property lost and found in the
street but excludes property lost and found in cabs (Book 48 and 49) .

The LSS team will also be responsible for collecting e xhibits held in transit stores and arranging its
transfer to the BOCU Criminal E xhibit Store .
The LSS team will maintain records of all items received and ensure that e xhibits are disposed of as
soon as practicable . It is important that the LSS team is not required to perform additional
administrative duties that may have a detrimental effect on their ability to monitor e xhibits
correctly.
An officer other than the LSS team of a grade not lower than Band D or equivalent will be
appointed to carry out periodic checks of exhibits in the store and exhibits that have been disposed
(see 2.6.3 Audit Trails )
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2 .2.2 Access to the criminal ex hibit store
2. 2. 2 Normally Criminal Exhibit Stores will be open to accommodate local needs , but normally
between Sam and 4pm to enable an officer to obtain exhibits for court . Where it is anticipated that
exhibits will be required when the store is closed , the officer in the case will arrange in advance for
the LSS team to deposit the items required in the transit cupboard or store .
If exceptional and unforeseen circumstances make it necessary to open the store when the LSS team
is off duty, that officer may be recalled on the authority of the Local Service Delive ry Manager
(LSDM) or nominated officer . This will only be necessary to remove e xhibits that are urgently
required or for the deposit of exhibits of exceptional value . Local directions issued by the OCU
Commander apply on the handling of high value exhibits taken into possession at times when the
Criminal Exhibit Store is closed. However, early consideration should be given to the transfer of
exceptionally high value exhibits , which means anything in excess of £10,000, to Criminal Exhibit
Services . Outside office hours , Criminal Exhibit Services c an be contacted through the Contact
Desk on *************** .
Since the LSS team is to be available at all times, it is essential that a deputy be appointed who is
familiar with the working of the store and store records to cover for absences .

2 .2.3 Security and Layout of the Store
Please contact PaDP Physical Security Unit at the earliest oppo rtunity where exp ansion or
relocation of Property is being considered .
No other person other that the LSS team an d nominated supervising officers deputed by the OCU
Commander may enter the storage area. In order to serve customers , a reception area is provided
which is separated from the storage area by a counter or in some cases a stable door . The counter
flap and lower stable door are to be kept closed at all times when the store is open .
In order to provide secondary security for sensitive and more valuable items of exhibits, metal
storage cabinets an d safes are also provided .
All items of e xhibits are normally stored on open shelving with the exception of the items referred
to below :

All cash, including foreign currency and travelers ' cheques , jewelle ry estimated to be wo rth not
more than £500 , other non-bulky items over £250 and sensitive exhibits such as po rnography , drugs
or firearms should be stored in the metal storage cabinets .
Anything in excess of an estimated value of £500 should be stored in a safe (see Finance Chapter).
Unless officially depositing or removing e xhibits, the storage cabinets and safes must be kept
locked at all times whether or not the store is open .
In order to achieve an even distribution of exhibits and enable the exhibits to be found quickly, it is
suggested that the shelf space is divided into sections and sequentially numbered . Heavy items must
always be stored on the lower shelves for health and safety reasons . The location of the exhibit
whether it is on a shelf or in a cabinet or in the safe should be recorded on the C ri minal Exhibit
Store database and on the exhibit label . For ease , separate bags containing exhibits involved in the
same case are to be located together in the store , except when they contain items requiring different
types of storage.
Exhibits must never be stored where they could be crushed , trampled, subject to flooding, attacked
by vermin or damaged in any way.
Exhibits must not be placed where it obstructs access , particularly to emergency exits.

2 .2.4 Issue and Control of keys
2.2.4 The security of Criminal Exhibits is paramount therefore the keys should always remain on
MPS premises , locked in a safe or secure key cupboard located in an LDSS office.
The store keys should never be taken home by staff for any reason .
The importance of the security of all keys used in connection with e xh ibit storage cannot be over
emphasised. If this is not controlled the entire content of the store is at risk no ma tter what physical
protection is provided . Any handing over of keys between key holders must be effected personally
and noted in key registers in accordance with local OCU procedures . OCU Commanders are
responsible for determining the risk level of the keys under their control . Criminal Exhibit Stores
are however considered as high risk . Attention should also be given to instructions contained in
Notices 6/01 concerning the security of technology equipment rooms .
The purchase and issue of new keys , for instance if a key is lost , may only be authorised by the
OCU Commander . Service Security Branch is available for advice if necessary . Service Security
Branch will also advise on the physical security of the C ri minal E xhibit Store and should always be
contacted if physical alteration to the store is being considered.

2 .2.5 Maintain agreed property storage and retrieval system s
Please click here
For any queries or further information please contact SSS Mailbo x - Central Team

2.3 Sealing and packaging propert y
Introduction
2. 3 . 1 Prope rty / exhibits taken into police custody must be appropriately packaged and immediately
be made identifiable by having a unique identification number assigned to it . This will be done by
one of the following methods :
Placing the item into a tamper evident e xhibit bag with unique seal number.
Attaching a ratchet or paper seal (form 420b) to the item if it is too large or not suitable to be
placed in a plastic bag. This method is suitable for bicycles , large machines and electrical
equipment , but should not be considered for items such as antiques and paintings .
Recording any identifying marks or serial numbers of an item that cannot be placed in an
evident tamper bag or have a seal attached to it.

If a ratchet seal is used to secure the evidence bag an orange exhibit label (form 619) will be used .
All relevant sections of the exhibit label and the property label must be completed . Failure to do so
may result in the e xhibits not being married up with the case. LDSS will not accept any exhibit
without a warrant number.
The labels on the smallest tamper evident bag (6"x7") will be completed before the bag is sealed as
they are partially covered by the sealing tape and difficult to write on once the bag is sealed .
If there is any doubt on how an item of property / an exh ibit should be sealed or recorded , C ri minal
Exhibit Services should be contacted for advice .
Because of the overriding consideration of the security of exhibits , crime related exhibits bags are
NOT re-usable .
Signature seals must not be used as the adhesive of the tape has a limited shelf life and the failure
of the adhesive will result in the possible loss of an exhibit and/or the continuity of evidence . Any
item that has been signature sealed must be oversealed using a tamper evident bag or ratchet seal .
A full description of the exhibits will be made in the exhibits book . This will be complemented by a
brief description of the exhibit on the exhibit label and signed by the officer sealing the e xhibit.
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2 .3 .2 Separating exhibits
2. 3 . 2 Consideration should be given to using separate bags for different categories of e xhibits, for
example, personal property or exhibits. Correct separation at the outset will prevent the necessity
for re-sealing . To ensure correct storage , the following items will be sealed separately from any
other exhibit :
• Money, including foreign currency and travelers ' cheques ;
• Firearms ;
• CS and gas sprays ;
• Ammunition, including lead slugs for air guns ;

• Controlled drugs ;
• Pornography ;
• Offensive weapons ;
• Magnetic tape and disks ;
• Fragile and valuable items;

2 .3 .3 Tamper evident bags
2. 3 .3 All non-bulky exhibits must be securely sealed in a tamper evident bag . Tamper evident bags
are for sealing and packaging of all exhibits taken into police possession . They ensure the integrity
of items kept for evidential purposes as they seal using a special adhesive tape that shows "void" if
tampered with .
Tamper evident bags must not be used for the packaging of documents kept for electrostatic
document analysis (ESDA) , clothing retained for forensic examination or wet items , nor for the
direct packaging of sharp or sharply pointed articles.
If there is any doubt as to when to use a tamper evident bag , advice should be sought from the scene
of crime examiner . Advice on how to deal with specific items may be found in A ppendix 1 to this
manual.

2 .3.4+ Sealing tamper evident bags. Weapon tubes.
2. 3 .4 Each tamper evident bag has a property and exhibit label printed on the flap . They are sealed
using the adhesive tape incorporated in the mouth of the bag . Once the item has been put into the
bag, it will be sealed in the following way :
1 . lay the tamper evident bag on a flat surface so the sealing tape is facing you ;
2. remove the clear plastic tape ; and,
3 . carefully press down the sealing tape in the centre of the bag and firmly smooth it closed by
pressing from the centre to the edges.

Each tamper evident bag has a unique serial number printed on the sealing tape that will be used for
continuity in identification and cross-referencing with all relev ant paperwork .
2.3.5 Opening and resealing tamper evident bag s
If there is a need to open a tamper evident bag it will be slit at the opposite end to the sealing tape .
Care must be taken not to damage the contents . In cases of e xhibits the reasons for opening the bag
must be recorded and the officer in the case informed .
To re-package an item, both it and the original tamper evident bag, (folded so that the labels can be
clearly seen) , must be resealed in another tamper evident bag . This is necessary to prove integrity
and provide continuity of evidence should there be an allegation that the bag has been tampered
with. However, if the exhibit is of evidential forensic value then you MUST NOT put the old bag
into the new bag. The reason for this is because the old bag may be contaminated from being left in
various different places . The OIC must keep this bag with them in case it is required for cou rt
(advice from Hendon - October 2016) .
2.3.6 Weapon tubes

Weapon tubes are used for the packaging of sha rp edged or sharply pointed items such as knives,
darts or chisels, to reduce the risk of injury during the h andling and storage of such items . (Only
where item(s) requires forensic examination should they be securely packaged within a box as
packaging within weapons tubes c an lead to potential loss of evidence) .
To prevent accidental discharge, all CS gas c anisters with the exception of unused and undamaged
MPS issued sprays must be placed in a weapons tube when being submitted to a forensic service
supplier or Criminal Exhibit Services for retention or disposal .
The weapon tubes are available in three si zes, the largest of which can package an item up to 55cm
in length . The tubes are made in two halves of clear plastic . The item will be placed in the bo ttom
half of the tube and the top half will be carefully screwed down until the item is touching both end s.
Caution must be taken not to over-tighten the tube and cause the item to puncture the end . Only if
there is a risk to health , such as blood contamination or a CS gas canister has been discharged
should health hazard tape be used.
CS gas canisters, except MPS issued sprays , must always be placed in a weapons tube , whether for
immediate disposal or retention , to prevent accidental discharge .
Syringes must not be packaged in weapon tubes . For instructions on packing syringes see A ppendix
1
To prevent cross-contamination of exhibits , under no circumstances will weapon tubes be re-used .

2 .3.7+ Forensic exhibits (and Repackaging)
2 .3.7 Forensic exhibit s
Scene examiners have received specialist training in the h andling , packaging and submission of
forensic exhibits. Officers must seek advice and assistance on all occasions when dealing with
forensic e xhibits or potential forensic exhibits .
To prevent cross contamination , individual exhibits will be sealed in separate tamper evident bags .
The officer in charge of the case is responsible for ensuring that e xhibits are correctly packaged ,
sealed and exhibited .
2.3.8 Repackaging Forensic Exhibit s
To prevent contamination or loss of evidence , the repackaging of exhibits should be avoided . Where
repackaging is necessary, the original packaging will be retained and sealed as part of the item,
except where the e xhibit is of evidential forensic value (see 2 . 3 . 5 re-sealing tamper evident bags).

2.4 Exhibit s into poli ce possessio n
Introduction
2.4.1 Custody Suite - Property Register - Book 105

The Book 105 is the custody officer 's transit book . It is used to record all items that are held in the
custody suite tr an sit cupboard. Some stations also have a separate Book 105 for the station office.
This is good practice where the custody office and station office are geographically far apart or
where it is desirable not to put an undue burden on the custody officer .
At the commencement of a tour of duty the custody officer will check the number of items in the
Transit cupboard. This activity may be delegated to the Gaoler, although the ultimate responsibility
for the property rests with the Custody Officer .
The Gaoler is to review the Book 105 and asce rtain the 105 number of the e xhibit / property items
which have yet to be shown 'out' on the right hand box as restored or to the exhibit store, and should
therefore be present in the Transit cupboard. These 105 numbers will then be collated against the
numbers on the individual bags of exhibits held in the Transit cupboard .
Any items which are not shown as being booked 'out' and not actually in the Transit Cupboard are
effectively 'missing' . Any such items are to be brought to the attention of the Custody Officer who
will make enquiries as to its whereabouts. It may be that the exhibits have been restored on the
exhibit / property receipts of the custody record, and has not been shown 'out' in the Book 105 . If
this is the case, the Book 105 is to be noted accordingly .
If this is not the case the Custody Officer will make immediate enquiries.
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2 .4.2 Recording exhibits
It is essential that a correct and detailed description of all items are recorded on the relev ant form .
For example :
Three (3) Yellow metal rings .
Four (4) White metal necklace s
Following proper procedures will minimise the risk of a costly claim for loss or damage to prope rty
against the MPS . The following forms should be used for recording the details of property :
• Form 66 - Property believed involved in crime
• CRIS - Recording the seizure , surrender of firearm, ammunition , firearms item
• Book - 170 - E xhibits Book
• Book 101 - Premises Search Register

When exhibits are seized it must be logged either in Book 66 or on a Custody Record. In serious
crime a book 170 will be completed. (See Chapter 5 for the procedures dealing with Book 89 'Found Property') .
All items in the same bag are to be listed with the same number in the left-hand margin . As an
example twenty items may be placed in one property bag and each item would be marked '1' in the
left hand margin ; however, 20 items may be sealed in separate bags and these would be numbered
'V to '20' in the margin.

The exhibit / property receipt at the rear of the Custody record or Book 66 is to be completed
indicating how many items are in each bag, the bag number with the associated seal number and
Book 105 number . Whilst this procedure is laborious, it ensures the integrity of the exhibit /
prope rty should this be questioned in subsequent proceedings . All entries are to be completed by a
supervising officer or supervised.
If a prisoner is transferred from one custody suite to another within the Borough , the custody officer
must ensure that all relevant exhibit / property is transferred with the p ri soner, shown as booked out
of the Book 105 , and entered into the Book 105 at the receiving custody suite . The custody officer
will ensure that the exhibit / property bag label is amended to show the 'new ' Book 105 number and
new custody record number .

2 .4.3 Form 66 Exhibit / Property
2.4. 3 Exhibit / property seized by officers , which is not subject to entry in Book 89 or a Custody
Record, should be entered onto Form 66 . Officers are reminded that they should exercise discretion
when sei zing exhibit / property and consider whether a photograph would suffice .
Form 66 is to be completed in accordance with the instructions p rinted on the form . Each
entry is to be signed and dated with a depositing officer shown .
Officers are asked to provide as much information about the prope rty on the Form 66 as
possible . This includes any reference to CRIS or CAD numbers .
The Form 66 is given a 'running number ' from the binder that is held in the Station Office .

Further advice on completing Form 66 may be found by using the following link Sample form 6 6

2 .4.4 CRIS Entry for recovered firearm, firearm item or
ammunition
2.4.4 CRIS Entry for recovered firearm, firearm item or ammunitio n
When firearms or ammunition are seized, surrendered or found the following will apply :•
•
•
•

The weapon must be proved by an authorised officer before being forensically package d
Firearms that cannot be proved by an authorising officer will be placed in a ballistic bag and
secured in a firearms cabinet with access controlled by the Duty Office r
Firearms and ammunition must be sealed in separate property bag s
A CRIS entry will be made detailing the circumstances of the recovery of the Firearm,
Firearm Item or Ammunition as per "The Method for Recording the Seizure or Surrender of
Firearms" section of the TP CRIS SOP .

Firearms and ammunition logged on custody records as p risoner's property may be processed by the
exhibit store from the custody record providing a CRIS entry has been created relating to the
recovery of the firearm/ammunition on the custody record . See also 2 . 8 Firearms

2 .4.12+ TOAST (Database and Training Manual )
2.4.12 Database - Toast
The Borough Exhibit Store Database is known as "TOAST " . It is the only corporate MPS approved
database for recording exhibit / property movements in the exhibit store. No other computer system
may be used . The database is maintained by CapGemini and any faults should be reported via the
helpdesk.
2.4.13 System Security
Local management and system administrators should ensure that ,
• Exhibit officers comply with access security requirements ;
• Passwords are changed on a regular basis ;
• A list of access levels to the prope rty application is maintained and reviewed regularly;
• The allocation of user access to the exhibit / property application is undertaken by someone
independent of the exhibit store ;
• Reports detailing unauthorised access a ttempts are produced and reviewed by the systems
administrator .

The above should be carried out in accordance with the recommendations laid down in the Metsec
code.
2.4.14 System Maintenanc e
The system must be backed up on a daily basis . Many databases are stored on the local server and
this should be done as a matter of course. In any event local management should ensure that disaster
recover plans are kept and tested on a regular basis . Local managers must ensure that data is
archived at six weekly intervals to maximise the efficiency of the system and search facility.
2.4.15 Audit
Local m anagers should conduct regular checks against source documents to ensure that records are
inputted accurately on the database . All discrepan cies must be investigated . The findings and
conclusions of the audit must be recorded and made available for inspection. Computer records and
computer output should be retained for the same period as custody records .
2.4.16 Toast Training Manual
Criminal Exhibit Services have obtained a copy of the m anual. To access a zipped copy of manual
click here .

2.5 Exhibits out of borough
Introduction
2.5.1 Restoration of exhibits on custody record or Form 66
Each item to be returned is to be restored against a le tter. Therefore , on the first occasion that an
exhibit on the same custody record /Book 66 is restored to an individual the letter A is used . On the
second occasion an exhibit is restored to the same or a different individual the letter B is to be used .
This letter is to be placed in the right hand margin against the item(s) of property in question. The
recipient is to sign as receiving the e xhibit in the appropriate box . Red ink is to be used if
practicable .
If an exhibit bag is to be opened and some , but not all exh ibits restored or tran sferred, the original
exhibit bag is to be placed in a new bag, the new seal number and reason for opening of the bag is
to be noted in the relevant exhibit receipt box, supervised and Book 105 or other appropriate
records amended accordingly .
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2 .5.2+ Exhibits out from borou gh store
2.5.2 Exhibits out from borough stor e
Local Shared Services (LSS) staff will not dispose or restore any items in the store, unless they have
clear instructions with regard to each item from the OIC or other lawful authority. In addition for
licensed firearms , LSS staff will only release licensed firearms to the OIC to restore to a member
of the public once they receive written authority from the Firearm commander via the FET
(Firearms Enqui ry Team), regardless of who deposited it . LSS staff do not restore firearms direct to
the public.
Verbal instructions, illegible hand-written notes, un-signed /undated instructions to the
Criminal Exhibit Store are not acceptable
2.5.3 Monitoring of exhibits removed from the stor e
One of the main c riteria of the exhibit storage system is that all e xhibits shall be retained in the store
unless released for a specific purpose . This places the responsibility on the officers to regularly
monitor all items released, disposed of or returned . Where exhibits are taken from the exhibit store
and is not disposed of, restored, or where an extension has been specifically granted by the Local
Service Delivery Manager (LSDM), it MUST be returned to the exhibit or transit stores within five
days . On each occasion that an item is booked out it will remain outstanding until it:
• is returned intact ; or
• is returned with the new seal number shown on the relev ant record; or
• has been correctly restored and the receipt checked ; or
• has been partially restored and the remainder has been correctly resealed .

Any item outstanding after five days without prior permission of the LSDM will be brought to the
notice of the officer concerned so that the necessary action may be taken .
2.5.4 Transfer of exhibits to court
If an exhibit is required at court for evidential purposes it is to be booked out and in to the e xhibit
store in accordance with local OCU procedures . At the conclusion of the case , the officer is to seek
the directions of the court, where applicable, with regard to the disposal of the e xhibits. If the
exhibits are restored to a lawful owner and not returned to the Criminal E xhibit Store, the officer is
to ensure that a receipt is obtained and forwarded to the Criminal Exhibit Store . The receipt must be
obtained on a Form MG 57G or Book 110 . The reference number of the Book 110 must be cross
referenced with the original record and, if appropriate recorded on the TOAST database prior to the
record being archived.
2.5.5 Post Sentence Disposal of Exhibit s
An email will be sent to the C riminal Exhibit Store and the officer in the case by Met Prosecutions
at the conclusion of the court case . The LDSS team will asce rtain whether or not there are any
outstanding exhibits relating to the case in question and chan ge the status of the e xhibit on the
TOAST database to resulted . The original result email from Met Prosecutions will be forwarded to
the officer with a list of outstanding e xhibits for the officer to update and return promptly with the
disposal status of each exhibit .

2 . 5.6 Restoration to ow n e r s (28 day TORT l ette r)
2. 5 . 6 If items may be restored to the lawful owner , owner 's agent or other lawful authority the
officer is to take all steps to restore this e xhibit / property. If the owner attends the Police Station the
officer may book the exhibit out from the store and obtain a receipt from the owner, either on the
rear of the Form 66 , Custody Record, or Book 110 . The reference number of the Book 110 must be
cross referenced with the original record and , if appropriate recorded on the TOAST database prior
to the record being archived. If the owner of the e xhibit / property is to attend the Police Station and
the officer wishes the LSS staff to restore the items , the officer is to: 1 . Notify the LDSS team of the exact items to be restored and to whom
2. Inform the owner of the Criminal E xhibit Store opening times .
Alte rnatively , the officer may complete the 'exhibit / property restore letter' . Care must be taken to
ensure that each item to be restored is typed in the same words as appear on the custody
record/Form 66 . (This is to avoid any confusion by LDSS staff when items are restored .) Officers
are to include the name and address the le tter is to be sent to, and the custody record number/Form
66 for reference. If the officer is aware that the recipient of this letter is in prison, the prison address
and prisoner's number must be included in the letter. This le tter is to be emailed to the appropriate
Criminal Exhibit Store. To access a template 28 day TORT letter click here LSS staff will print the
letter and send it by normal post. A copy of the le tter will be retained electronically. Should the
recipient of the le tter fail to respond to the C riminal Exhibit store staff within 28 days , the store will
send another letter by recorded delive ry. Should the recipient of the letter fail to respond, after 14
days the property will be disposed of using the appropriate method outlined below .
In exceptional circumst ances an owner or comp any may attend C riminal Exh ibit Services to collect
exhibits .

Bulky items stored at Criminal E xhibit Services will normally be restored via the local c ri minal
exhibit store . If this is not possible due to the si ze or nature of the e xh ibits / property arrangements
may be made by the officer in the case (OIC) for delive ry to the owners . The OIC or nominated
police officer must be present at the delive ry.
Only in exceptional cases will an owner or representative of a comp any be permitted to attend a
Criminal Exhibit Services warehouse but they must be accompanied by the OIC or nominated
police officer. Arrangements must be made by the OIC and agreed by Criminal Exhibit Services ,
before the address or contact details of Criminal Exhibit Services are divulged.

2 .5.7 Use of Form 634 - Disclaimer to Prop erty
2. 5. 7 Form 634 is for use in cases where there is doubt as to an individual 's ownership of an item(s)
of prope rty but there is insufficient evidence to either arrest of prosecute the individual .
An individual may be invited to disclaim prope rty but under no circumstances must duress be used
to obtain a signature or an inference made that by signing a form 634 no fu rther action will be
taken . Obtaining a voluntary signature from an individual disclaiming all right to an item(s) of
prope rty, whilst having no basis in law , does offer the MPS some protection against any future
proceedings instigated by an individual for return under the Prisoners Property Act .
A supervisor must sign the form to indicate they are satisfied its use is appropriate .
Any items seized under these circumstances must be treated as believed concerned in crime and
therefore is subject to the recording procedures described in the previous chapter .
This form must not be used as the sole record that an item was taken by police . Items disclaimed
must be disposed of through the borough e xhibit store or Criminal Exhibit Services . On completion ,
the form must be stored with the o riginal documentation where the seizure of the item(s) was
recorded .
If the disclaim ant is a juvenile a parent or guardian must sign as witness, showing which they are
against 'Status '. Otherwise the only witness signature normally required is that of the officer in the
case .

2 .5. 8 Exhibits for Dispos al - Low value to be Destroyed on
Borough/Division (commonly known as DOD)
2 .5 .8 Goods in possession of the MPS will only have a residual resale value at auction. To ensure
the administration costs do not exceed the potential value realised at auction, items of a new retail
value of less than £50 may be destroyed locally as their resale value at auction will be minimal .
This process must involve two members of staff and must be supervised by a manager. Items
disposed of in this manner must be destroyed .
A guide to the type of items which either have li tt le value or for some other reason cannot be sold at
auction and may be destroyed locally are:
• part-used cosmetics and toiletries ;
• worn clothing, except good quality fur and leather;
• any consumables, which have passed their "sell by date ", or on which the wrapping has been
broken, even if within the "sell by date ";

• any food item;
• batt eries removed from electrical goods ;
• aerosols and sprays ;
• disposable cigarette lighters ;
• personal documentation , but official documentation such as passpo rts and licences should be
returned to the issuing autho ri ty;
• newspapers and magazines and so on ;
• surgical instruments ;

• small items of gambling equipment of nominal value , for example (packs of cards and
dice } ;
• motor cycle crash helmets (unless unused and in original trade packing } ;
• razors (including electric razors} other than new items in unbroken trade packages ; any
items bearing false or fraudulent labels ;
• small quantities of building and decorating material, such as individual bricks, part used tins
of paint , opened sacks of s and or cement , and so on .

Knives , coshes and similar weapons , but not any firearm, firearm item or ammunition , should be
collected in a special box provided by Criminal Exhibit Services . When full , this box will be
collected by C ri minal E xhibit Services and a replacement provided.
Useable but basically valueless hand tools and similar items must be collected separately and placed
in the low value prope rty box provided by C riminal Exhibit Services.
Keys must be separated from leather fobs , wallets or similar holders and collected in the smaller
black box, again provided by Criminal Exhibit Services .
These items may be shown in Borough records as "to Criminal Exhibit Services" for disposal .

2 . 5.9 + Exhibits to be submitted to C riminal Exhibit Se rvi ces
2.5.9 DRUGS, CASH, PHONES, JEWELLERY, TAPES , FIREARMS AND AMMUNITION
must be sealed separately .
If the exhibit is unsuitable for disposal on borough it will be submitted to Criminal Exhibit Services
accomp anied by a form 613. With the exception of small drugs items for disposal , a separate form
613 must be completed for each case or operation . Drugs for disposal may be submi tted on a form
613B .
To aid transpo rtation and listing , small items may be bulked in a large tamper evident bag providing
they pertain to the same case or operation.
To facilitate tracing e xh ibits at Criminal Exhibit Services and to reduce the risk of misappropriation
of exhibits , all sections of the form must be completed . The CRIS reference number must be quoted
for all cases where exhibits are submitted for retention or future disposal . All small items will be
submitted using the blue despatch bag . Bulky, fragile items , firearms and ammunition will be
collected by the bulky collection service .
2.5.10 Exhibits Submitted by Despatch
Once a despatch bag is full a transit sheet (form 613C) will be completed and a ratchet seal used to
seal the bag . The seal number will be noted on the transit sheet before it is placed in the bag with

the relevant form 613 . The seal number of the despatch bag must be noted on the drivers log sheet
which the driver will sign against .
2.5.11 Exhibits collected by Criminal Exhibit Services
A tran sit sheet will be completed as above . Cycles and firearms should be entered on separate
transit sheets . Regular collections should be arr anged by contacting a warehouse m an ager by email
or by phone on ************* *

Details of the amount, type of exhibit and a contact telephone number must be given by the person
requesting the collection . Regular collections will ensure that an unnecessary build up of exhibits
does not occur . The warehouse manager will contact the Criminal Exhibit Store and arrange an
appointment for collection .
2.5.12 Exhibits for Retentio n
If the exhibit is to be transferred to Criminal E xhibit Services for retention and storage a form 613
will be completed and the exhibit transferred to C riminal Exhibit Services using one of the methods
desc ribed above . All fields on the form must be completed and the CRIS number must be inserted.
Oversealed bags containing exhibits for various cases cannot be accepted (except 'Haven ' exhibits
and bulk tapes . However full details of each exhibit must be entered on the form 613 under
description) .
To aid transpo rtation and listing , small items may be bulked in a large tamper evident bag providing
they pertain to the same case or operation . A separate form 613 must be completed for each case or
operation .
2 .5.13 Disposal of Used Exhibit Bag s
Tamper evident bags must have the information section removed and collected in a used exhibit
bag. Once the bag is full it may be sent to C riminal Exhibit Services via despatch for secure
disposal . The portion without sensitive data should be placed in the approp riate local recycling bin.

2. 6 Housekeeping
Introduction
2 .6.1 Reviewing of exhibits over six months old
Each month the nominated officer responsible for the Criminal Exhibit Store, usually the Local
Service Delivery Manager (LSDM), will be supplied with a complete list of outstanding exhibits ,
including that being retained at Criminal E xhibit Services over six months old, with codes showing
the status of the exhibit / property, e.g.
• Trial ;

• CREV submitted for retention ;
• Warrant issued;
• Sudden death ;

Enquiries;
Awaits disposal .

Each month, lists will be prepared for distribution to teams , CID, crime squads and so on through
point of contact . It will be their responsibility to ensure that all responses for further retention are
prompt and fully justified .
However, OICs have a responsibility to manage all e xhibits and property pertaining to their cases
and to provide active direction regarding the retention and disposal of items . The OIC is responsible
for undertaking case reviews and must respond promptly to all enquiries regarding the need for
continued retention of e xhibits pe rtaining to their case(s) . Failure to respond to a request to conduct
a review may result in e xhibits being inappropriately destroyed . In all such cases it will be the
officer who will be held responsible for the consequences . Any e-mail sent to Local Support
Services (LDSS) staff must give clear instructions , if property is to be restored the correct name and
address of the recipient should be provided .
The lists are returned each month. The action taken is then checked against the outst anding binders
and the master list amended accordingly . The last month ' s outstanding entries are then added to the
list and the cycle is repeated.
A CREV SUBMITTED FOR RETENTION DOES NOT CLEAR THE STATION RECORD AND THE EXHIBIT
REMAINS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE BOROUGH .

The nominated officer should monitor the responses received and take follow up action if the
responses are inadequate .
2.6.2 Review of Retention
The cost of warehousing in London is expensive . In order to minimise the cost of storing e xhibits
unnecessarily , Criminal Exhibit Services will send regular details to the originating division asking
that the reason for retaining the e xhibit / property be confirmed. It is essential that replies are sent
promptly . Items that are causing storage problems may be reviewed more frequently.
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2 .6.3 Audit trails
2. 6. 3 The need to audit records and check that correct procedures are being followed by all officers
cannot be over-emphasised . All audit checks must be recorded. Any reconciliation must be
completed and documented . The Local Service Delivery Manager (LSDM) must be notified of any
missing or surplus exhibits . Adjustments to control records must be authorised and documented by
a senior member of the OCU management team.
Custody records should be dip sampled to ensure compliance with The Police and C riminal
Evidence Act including autho risation for retention of property, use of force and prisoner rights and
treatment and that these are appropriately recorded in the body of the custody record .
Exhibit records should be dip sampled weekly to ensure appropriate recording on custody records
and in the property transit book 105 . Prope rty receipts should be reconciled with the original record .

Handover between custody officers and from custody officer to e xh ibit officer should be recorded
in the book 105 .
Exhibit records should be dip sampled to ensure correct recording . Sections of the store should be
audited monthly to check that the exhibit has been stored correctly . Some e xhibits / property e.g.
drugs , firearms and cash should be stored separately. The dip sample must include examples from
each of these vulnerable categories . Records of exhibits / property leaving the store, such as for
court, restoration or storage elsewhere , should be checked against the e xhibits taken from the store
to ensure that the correct action has been taken . Where exhibits are destroyed locally records should
reflect the authority to destroy and the destruction record.
These dip samples should be done by the line manager, recorded and witnessed . A proportion must
be verified at SMT level.
Line managers should conduct sample checks of officers' pocket books and ensure that all exhibits
recorded has been transferred to the appropriate station record .

2 .6.4 Prisoners' personal property
2. 6. 4 If a prisoner' s property has to be retained by police , it must be recorded using the same
procedure as for any other exhibit / property. Any bulky prope rty, pets , livestock or any item that is
difficult to store should be passed to the prisoner's family or representative and not be taken into
police possession.
The police have a duty of care in common law for property in their possession , and may not dispose
of such prope rty without the knowledge of the owner , (case of the Commissioner of Police v
Matharu, 2000) .
Any exhibit / property that is taken from a prisoner on his arrival at a custody suite should be
returned to him on his depa rture , or transferred to prison .
Prisons will accept a small amount of personal prope rty, up to two suitcases and haversack that may
be carried without assistance. Police cannot retain prope rty if a prisoner refuses to sign for it . If any
prisoner refuses to sign for their property on departure, the restoring officer must make an entry in
the log of the custody record outlining the facts .
The property should only be restored in the presence of an inspector who must countersign the
restoring officer 's signature on the 57G and the custody record . Where CCTV operates in a custody
suite , the restoration should take place in view of the cameras whenever possible . it should be
restored to him against the signature of an officer who will witness that it has been restored . If a
convicted prisoner's personal property is found at a BOCU, it should be sent on to the prison
concerned. A prisoner may be located by contacting :
The Prisoner Location Service
6th Floo r
Fiveways Hous e
PO Box 215 2
Birmingham B 15 1 SD

Tel : 0121 626 3331 /221 7
Alte rnatively email the Prisoner Location Service with the prisoner's name , date of birth and PNC
ID.
Prisoner 's personal property must not be retained pending release .
A person whose prope rty is in police care should be sent a letter using the recorded delivery service
warning him that, unless he arranges its collection within 28 days, it will be disposed of in
accordance with the Torts (Interference with Goods) Act , 1977 . If the 28 day pe riod expires and the
prope rty has not been collected, it should be disposed of.

2 .6.5 Order of forfeiture
If an order of forfeiture has been made in respect of a person ' s property, it applies only to those
articles specifically mentioned in the order . For example, an order of forfeiture in respect of a motor
vehicle applies to the vehicle , its keys , handbook, tools and sundries that were originally supplied
with it , but not to other impedimenta which may be inside it ; these must be handled separately .

2.7 Drugs
Introduction
2.7.1 Introduction
Criminal Exhibit Services provides a service for the disposal of drugs that come into the possession
of police . The Branch will also store items that need to be retained for evidential purposes . Drugs
exhibits that are submitted to the LGC or Cellmark Forensic Laboratory for examination will be
transferred to Dispatch and Distribution , * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * for onward tr ansportation back to
the originating Borough. (Drug exhibits from squads will be retained by Criminal E xhibit
Services) . If drugs that have been submitted to the lab are required for court the officer in the case
must contact the lab to establish if they have been forwarded to Dispatch and Distribution.
Contact numbers for the LGC Lab are :
**************(Drugs )

************** (DNA)
Contact numbers for the Cellmark Lab are :
************** (Main Switchboard)
************** (Returns Department)
2.7.2 Packaging and safety prior to submission

Drugs must be securely sealed using the Tamper Evident Bags . Staples must never be used to seal
packages . It is advisable for gloves to be worn when handling drugs .
2.7.3 Possession of controlled drugs- caution s
If a prisoner receives an 'instant caution' for possession of a controlled drug, and the drugs are not
required for further evidential purposes, the custody officer will endorse the property bag and the
custody record 57G "CREV for Destruction" . The Local Support Services (LSS) team will send the
drugs to Criminal Exhibit Services for destruction .
All other drugs seized for evidential purposes will be submitted to the Forensic Laboratory as soon
as practicable.
Expand all sections

2 .7.4 Se izure of cannabis plants
2.7.4 Specially trained Scene Examiners are responsible for obtaining samples from plants, believed
to be cannabis , and for advising police officers on the preparation of all such submissions to the
laborato ry. They will supply the investigating officer with a statement of continuity and a general
description of the pl ant(s) . The stems must be cut at the base of the plant before sealing in an exhibit
bag.
On no account must any pots or growing medium be placed in the sealed e xhibit bag with the
plants . After appropriate forensic exhibits have been taken as evidence , the remaining plants will
then be sealed in a large exhibit bag with a ratchet seal an d submi tt ed to Criminal E xhibit Services
for immediate disposal . Cannabis pl ants will not be accepted by the Criminal E xhibit Services for
retention.

It is the responsibility of the officer in the case to ensure that continuity of evidence is maintained
and that photographs and samples are taken as quickly as possible .
ALL DRUGS MUST BE SENT TO CRIMINAL EXHIBIT SERVICES FOR
DESTRUCTION. THEY MUST NOT BE DESTROYED LOCALL Y

2 .7.5 Submission of bulk dru gs
2. 7.5 Drugs may be submitted to Criminal E xhibit Services in bulk, as long as the following
conditions apply :
• the drugs are for disposal ; and
• the case involves a small qu antity of drugs only; and
• the drugs are not contained in or accompanied by any other property of value ; and
• the prisoner has been cautioned by police or has been sentenced and the case is complete ;
and
• there are no other criminal proceedings contemplated involving the individual conce rned or
any other person .

The laboratory reference number is shown, if appropriate.
Drugs bags must be firmly held together with elastic b ands. The bags can then be put in a larger
exhibit bag and sealed firmly with a ratchet seal .

2 .7. 6 Rec ording of drug submiss ion s
2.7.6 The bulk drugs for submission may be recorded using the built in facility on the e xhibit store
database or a Bulk Drugs Crime Related Exhibit Voucher (Form 613B available on the Intr anet) in
duplicate. The outer sealed bag number is to be recorded in the appropriate box on the Form 613B .
The drugs and completed paperwork is to be submitted to Criminal Exhibit Services via the blue
bag system . A completed transit sheet (Form 6130 with the accompanying paperwork attached
must be placed inside the despatch bag . A copy of the paperwork will be retained locally until a
receipted copy is returned from Criminal Exhibit Services . It is vital that all items listed on Form
613B c an be traced back to the case and all references must therefore be recorded.
Large items or high value drugs must be submi tted on an individual Form 613 .

2 .7.7 Recording and audit trai l
2. 7.7 Where drugs are submitted directly to the Forensic Laborato ry a copy of the Laboratory
Form showing the laboratory reference number will be taken to the exhibit store . The Local Shared
Services (LSS) team will record the details shown on the form on the local database and show
update the store location .
When the LSS team receives a list of exhibits retained at Criminal Exhibit Services they will
contact the officer in the case and to establish whether the exhibit / property needs to be retained or
can be disposed . The information will be relayed back to Criminal Exhibit Services .

Introduction
2.8.1 Introduction
Criminal Exhibit Services provides a service for the disposal of firearms, ammunition and CS Gas
Sprays that come into police possession. The Branch will also store items that need to be retained
for evidential purposes . This chapter relates to the procedure for submitting firearms and
ammunition to Criminal Exhibit Services via the BOCU exhibit stores. Pyrotechnic devices, such as
signaling flares , 'thunderflashes ', fireworks , gunpowder , grenades or similar items that come into
police possession must not be sent to Criminal E xhibit Services . SO 15 Reserve (x * * * * * * * * * * * *)
must be contacted to arr ange safe collection of the above .
Expand all sections

2 . 8.2+ Packaging, s ubmission and documentation .
2.8.2 Packaging and safety prior to collection
Ammunition and firearms must never be sealed in the same bag . Firearms must be proved and
have the Form 6602A ' weapon proved label ' attached. CS sprays , gas sprays and other chemical

sprays are to be submitted individually packaged in weapon tubes before being placed in a tamper
evident bag. All firearms must be securely fastened in the firearms package for security during
transportation.
For further details please go to Appendix 1
2.8.3 Submission of firearms, ammunition and CS spra y
Firearms and ammunition for either retention or disposal will be collected from BOCU exhibit
stores by the Criminal Exhibit Services bulky collection service . They must never be sent via the
despatch blue bag system. Alternatively they may be delivered by hand to Criminal Exhibit
Services by prior appointment . To enable Criminal Exhibit Services to process the items in an
effective manner, an d to ensure the correct level of security , Criminal Exhibit Services is to be
given prior notice that firearms are on the schedule for collection .
Correctly packaged CS and other gas sprays (and tazers) may be submitted via the blue bag system .
2.8.4 Documentation to accompany the submissio n
A separate CREV (form 613) and transit sheet must be used to separate firearms and ammunition
from any other property. A full description of the firearm is to be noted on the CREV with the serial
number if one can be found. If the ammunition is boxed, only the number of boxes need to be
recorded . However, loose ammunition must be counted and recorded on form 613 . A signed copy of
the CREV will be returned to acknowledge receipt .
2.8.5 Related Policy and Guidanc e
The Firearms Policy Unit maintains a list of all firearms related policy and also deals with
distribution and amendments to the ACPO Manual of Guidance on the Police Use of Firearms .
Further information regarding the police use of firearms can be obtained from the staff of the
Firearms Policy Unit.

2.9 Health and Safet y
Introduction
2.9.1 Introduction
It is perhaps easier to separate prope rty health and safety issues into three areas .
• Items coming into MPS possession eg sei zed at c ri me scene , found in street , left in licensed
cabs, at scene of sudden death etc. This would include the receipt of items , correct
packaging and individual responsibility in respect of safe working practices ensuring th e
safety of others subsequently handling the e xhibit / property .
• Items once they reach the Custody Suite, BOCU Exhibit Store, Criminal Exhibit Services,
Lost Property Office. This would include the transit between stations, within buildings , both
MPS and outside organisations , i.e. banks .
• Items leaving the Exhibit Store for restoration , destruction, sale or other means of disposal .

Expand all sections

2 .9.2 Health and Safety Legislation+
The content of this chapter refers to specific Health and Safety Legislation as it applies to the three
areas outlined above . Other legislation does exist, an d for a more detailed explanation or enquiry,
you are invited to view the Health & Safety Bran ch Intranet Website . Alternatively you may contact
the appropriate Safety Advisor.
2.9.3 Health and Safety at Work etc (HASAW) Act 1974
An Enabling Act to provide a comprehensive and integrated system to deal with workplace health
an d safety, and the protection of the public from work activities . It introduces and imposes
responsibilities on both employers and employees . Briefly these are as follows :
Employers must as far as is reasonably practicable , safeguard the health , safety and welfare of
employees particularly in respect of (Section 2):
• Safe plant and safe systems of work ;
• Safe han dling , storage, maintenance and transport of (work) articles and substances;
• Necessary information , instruction , training and supervision ;
• A safe place of work, with safe access and egress ; and
• A safe working environment with adequate welfare facilities .

Employees must (under Section 7) :
Take reasonable care of their own health and safety and that of others who may be affected
by their acts or omissions ;
Co-operate with their employer so far as is necessary to enable the employer to comply with
his duties under the Act .

In addition (under Section 8) it is an offence for anyone to intentionally or recklessly interfere with
or misuse anything provided in the interests of health, safety and welfare.
HASAW does not, generally, provide detail on how to address specific issues e .g. Display Screen
Equipment, Manual Handling, First Aid etc , but provides an overarching structure for doing so ,
through the process of issuing sets of specific Regulations . Each of these Specific Regulations has
an associated Approved Codes of Practice (ACOP) that give guidelines for implementation . ACOPs
are not , in themselves , legally binding, but provide the absolute minimum procedures that should be
in place for businesses to be satisfied that they are compli ant.
2.9.4 The Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 199 9
One such set of Regulations , is the Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999
(often known as the ' M anagement Regs'). These were originally introduced in 1992 to implement
most of European Directive No 89/391 /EEC which dealt with 'the introduction of measures to
encourage improvements in the safety and health of workers at work '.
Perhaps the most important aspects of the Regs are :

• The requirement for the employer to make a suitable and sufficient assessment of the health
and safety risks to employees , in order to put in place approp riate control measures (Reg 3) .
• The provision by the employer of appropriate health surveill ance, identified by the
assessments as being necessary (Reg 6).
• The establishment of procedures to be followed in the event of serious an d imminent danger
(eg evacuation due to fire , bomb threat, etc) (Reg 8).
• The requirement for the employer to take the employee capabilities into account when
allocating tasks , and to provide adequate health and safety training : on recruitment; on
exposure to any new or identified risk; on the introduction of new technology ; or on the
introduction of a new system of work or a ch ange to an existing one (Reg 13) .
• The requirement for employees to use all machine ry, equipment, dangerous substances,
transport equipment and safety devices in accordance with any relev ant training and
instructions , and to inform their employer of any dangerous situations and shortcomings in
the employer 's health and safety arrangements (Reg 14) .

A Risk Assessments is the vehicle which is used to fulfill the requirement as laid down in Reg 3
above . Corporate Risk Assessment may be viewed on the Health & Safety website.
If in doubt, all staff should refer to their local management in the first instance if they have
any concerns regarding any of the above .

2 . 9.5+ R egs 1992 , Workpla ce (Health, S afety and We lfare),
D SE and Manual Handlin g
Objective of these Regs is to place obligations on employers to reduce risks associated with work in
or near buildings .
These Regulations implement most of the requirements of the Workplace Directive (89 /654/EEC)
concerning the minimum st andards for workplace health and safety.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintenance of workplace, and of equipment, devices and systems (Reg 5) .
Ventilation (Reg 6 )
Temperature in indoor workplaces (Reg 7)
Lighting (Reg 8 )
Cleanliness and waste materials (Reg 9)
Room dimensions and space (Reg 10 )
Workstations and seating (Reg 11 )
Conditions of floors and traffic routes (Reg 12)
Falls or falling objects (Reg 13)
Windows, skylights and ventilators (Reg 15)
Ability to clean windows safely (Reg 16 )
Organisation etc of traffic routes (Reg 17)
Doors and gates (Reg 18 )
Sanitary devices (Reg 20 )
Washing facilities (Reg 21)
Drinking water (Reg 22 )
Accommodation for clothing (Reg 23 )
Facilities for changing clothing (Reg 24)
Facilities to rest and eat meals (Reg 25)

These considerations should be addressed during regular H&S Inspections that should be carried
out on a regular basis by local m anagers . The findings from these inspections should then be
presented at the local health and safety meetings . There is a statutory requirement for such meetings
to take place . This regulation must be considered when planning the layout of storage areas and
should be reviewed on a regular basis .
2 .9.6 Display Screen Equipment (DSE) Regs 1992
The objectives of these, more specific Regulations , are:
•
•

To improve working conditions at display screen equipment by providing ergonomic
solutions ;
To enable certain regular users of the equipment to obtain eye and eyesight tests as well a s
information about hazards, risks and control measures associated with their workstation .

Further details and advice may be obtained from the Health and Safety website .
2.9.7 The Manual Handling Operations Regs 1992
Manual H andling Operation me ans the transporting or supporting of a load (including lifting ,
putting down, pushing , pulling , carrying or moving) by hand or bodily force (such as using the
shoulder) .
The objective of these Regulations is to apply an ergonomic approach to the prevention of injury
while car rying out manual handling tasks .
Manual Handling Operations which involve a risk of injury must , so far as is reasonably
practicable , be avoided either by automating the task, or by redesigning the task.
Where this cannot be achieved and a risk remains , a suitable and sufficient assessment of the task
should be made and appropriate steps taken to reduce the risk to the lowest level reasonably
practicable . Employees undertaking such operations should be provided with information regarding
weight of load, centre of gravity of the load , and details of appropriate safe systems of work
pertaining to the task in question (eg this would include guidance that items should be stored such
that heavier, bulkier items are stored at lower levels , with lighter more maneuverable items being
stored at higher levels) .

All MPS employees must attend a manual handling course and make full and apply the training
within the workplace .

2 .9.8+ Regs 1998 (PUWER, LOLER, C OSHH , HFL and LG)
& PPE.
2.9.8 The Provision and Use of Workplace Equipment Regs 1998 (PUWER)
PUWER establishes objectives to be achieved so as to ensure that:

• Work equipment is constructed or adapted so as to be suitable for the purpose for which it is
used or provided.
• The equipment is maintained in an efficient state , efficient working order, and in good
repair, and that where approp riate (eg for any 'High Risk ' equipment) a maintenance log is
kept up to date .
• The equipment has suitable and sufficient control systems , controls , isolation arrangements ,
and warning signage .
• That users are given appropriate information, instruction and training in how to use the
equipment .

Ladders would come under the scope of this set of Regulations .
2.9.9 The Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment Regs 1998 (LOLER)
LOLER is based on the requirement to undertake risk assessments to identify the nature and level of
risks associated with any (proposed) lifting operation (see Management Regs), an d factors to be
considered are :
• Type of load being lifted - its nature , weight an d shape ;
• The risk of the load falling or striking something , and the consequences ;
• The risk of the lifting equipment (eg Fork Lift Trucks) striking something or someone, and
the consequences ;
• The risk of the lifting equipment failing or falling over while in use , and the consequence s

2.9.10 The Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regs 1999 (COSH H)
The Objectives of COSHH are :
•

To prevent workplace disease resulting from exposure to hazardous substances .

This can be achieved by me ans of the introduction of a control framework that requires :
• Adequate assessment of the risks to health arising from work activities associated with
hazardous subst ances;
• Adequate control measures to be introduced ;
• Maintenance of these measures and equipment associated with them; an d
• Monitoring of the effectiveness of the measures and the health of the employees .

Safety data sheets should, wherever possible , be obtained as these will give advice on the likely
risks associated with the substance as well as guidance as to correct storage.
2.9.11 The Highly Flammable Liquids and Liquefied Gases Regs 1972 (HFL and LG )
The Objective of HFL & LG Regs is to :
• Obviate the risks associated with the storage of highly flammable liquids and liquefied
petroleum gases .

Such substances should at the ve ry least be stored in specially designed and clearly signed cabinets ,
preferably in the open air in a No Smoking area , and protected from direct sunlight . Ideally, the
amounts of such substances ente ring the property system should be kept to an absolute minimum .
Any unknown substances should be treated with extreme caution , and expe rt advice sought at the
earliest possible oppo rtunity. In any event , such substances should be removed from premises at the
earliest oppo rtunity. Refer to the Specific Items or Index section of this m anual . Criminal Exhibit
Services have some storage facilities for inflammable items . See the contacts page for further
advice.
2.9.12 The Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) at Work Regs 199 2
The Objective of these Regulations is to formalise the provision of PPE following the assessment of
risks required by other regulations .
PPE should not be issued as a ma tter of course , but only after the risks identified in any Risk
Assessments have been eliminated or reduced as far as is reasonably practicable .
Such equipment in property store environments may include safety footwear and gloves.
If staff have any concerns regarding any of the above, they should refer to their local
management in the first instance .

3 . Financ e
Introduction
3.1 Cash Handling Guidelines and Flowchart
Cash Handling Guideline s
Cash Handling Flowcha rts
A template email which c an be sent to officers regarding the retention /disposal of cash can be found
here :
Email to OIC - Cash Retention

Handling of cash seized under the Proceeds of Crime Act 200 2
3.2 Foreign Currency
All foreign currency for disposal must be sent to Criminal Exhibit Services (CES) for exchange or
sale . Crime related currency must be in a tamper evident e xhibit bag accomp anied by a Crime
Related Exhibit Voucher (Form 613). Foreign currency found in the street should be entered in
Book 89 and submitted to Criminal Exhibit Services with Form 613 . Foreign currency for retention
should be submi tted to Criminal Exhibit Services in the same way as any other cash.
3.2.1 Method of Transfer

Currency with an estimated value under £250 may be submi tted through the dispatch bag system .
Currency with an estimated value between £250 and £1 ,000 should be submitted via the bulky
collection system .
Currency with an estimated value over £1 ,000 must be taken to Criminal E xhibit Services by hand
with prior appointment.
3.2.2 Dispatch Bags
Any bag sent to C ri minal E xhibit Services identified as containing foreign currency will be visually
checked to ensure that the description of exhibit / property on the CREV agrees with the contents of
the bag. If the words "quantity of foreign currency " are shown, the sealed bag and the CREV will be
returned to the originating unit for the exhibit to be correctly listed . It is not expected that boroughs
should be expert s at identifying foreign currency , but at the very least the number of notes for each
country must be indicated.
3.2.3 Bulky Collection Syste m
Whilst at the borough exhibit store, any bag to be collected by Criminal E xhibit Services identified
as containing foreign currency will be h anded over to the Criminal E xh ibit Services driver
separately from any other exhibit / property. The exhibit / property will remain at the exhibit store if
a discrepancy is found that cannot be resolved immediately.
3.2.4 Processing Errors - Missing Note s
If any notes are missing when counted at Criminal Exhibit Services a list of those notes or coins
identified as missing will be made . The currency will be sealed in an exhibit / property bag,
attached to a file and sent to the Chief Inspector CJiJ asking for the matter to be investigated.
3.2 .5 Processing Errors - Additional Notes Foun d
If additional foreign currency is found to that listed on the CREV it will be recorded on the CREV
and the borough e xhibit store informed for their records to be checked and amended as necessary .
3.2.6 Contaminated, Mutilated and Chemically Treated Foreign Currenc y
All contaminated, mutilated an d chemically treated foreign currency including monies issued in
Scotland, Northern Ireland, the Channel Islands, the Isle of Man and Euros should be sent to
Criminal Exhibit Services for conversion .
3.3 Counterfeit currency
All suspected counterfeit currency must be submitted to the United Kingdom National Central
Office (UKNCO) located within the National Crime Agency as soon as possible or in any case
within seven days. Guidance notes (Form NCOlA-C(g)) and the submission form (Form NCOlAC) may be found on the forms section of the Intranet . Wherever possible the NCO1 should be
completed by the OIC (or a colleague who is aware of the circumstances) .

4. Deceased person s
Introduction
Police officers are often called to deal with incidents in which people have died . The aim should be
to ensure that property of a deceased person which comes into police possession is disposed of as
quickly as possible and to the right person . Disposal of deceased persons ' exhibit / property is often
complex , given the strict laws which govern inhe ritance and intestacy . Officers are advised to
contact Directorate of Legal Services for advice when dealing with deceased persons ' exhibit /
prope rty.
Collapse al l

Appendix
APPENDIX A

Distribution on Intestacy
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Widow or Widower
Children
Grandchildren
Parents of the Deceased
Brothers and Sisters
Half Brothers and Sisters
Grandparents of the decease d
Uncles or Aunts of the whole blood
Uncles or Aunts of the half bloo d

To summarize :
Anyone who is related to the deceased 's gr an dparents can claim unless s /he is convicted of
murdering the deceased, (in which case Directorate of Legal Services should be consulted) .
If the entitled is under eighteen there must be two administrators .
This appendix has been included as a guide , but intestate succession is a complex area of law and
police officers are advised to refer any problems to experts.

APPENDIX B

Glossary of Terms used when Dealing with Estate s

Statement sworn on oath

who receives a benefit or legacy
Citation Court instructions whereby parties or witnesses were summoned to appear,
answer, return inventories, etc, issued on a solicitor's authority
iCodicil IExtra clause added to a Will after it's execution .
process issued by a Court
Son Tort Administrator in his own wrong - a person who interfered with an intestate's
estate in anticipation of obtaining a grant of Administratio n
appointed by Testator to carry out the provisions made in the Wil l
Someone who died without making a Will, or for whom none could be foun d
of 1) A legal document issued to the person to inherit when the deceased has not
made a Will,
or
any Will made is not valid.
2) A legal document issued when there is a Will , but there is no executor
named, or those named are unable to apply or do not wish to be involved in
dealing with the estate .
legal document issued to one or more executors named in the deceased's
ill.
Statutory IA statement declared in the presence of a solicitor empowered to administer
Declaration oaths .
Testator Author of a Wil l

APPENDIX C

Deceased Persons Pr operty Inde mnity
Deceased Indemnity For m

4.2 Searching
Except where there are suspicious circumstances, the body of a person found in a public place , or
private premises where there is no one present who is clearly responsible for the deceased , will be
carefully searched by the officer fording . This must be done, as far as possible , discreetly, but in the
presence of another person , for example an ambulance attendant. A complete list of exhibit /
prope rty found on the body or connected with the death or coming into police possession will be
made in the officer 's report book which the other person present will be invited to countersign .
Sealed packages and envelopes should be opened and the contents noted except for those addressed
to an individual coroner's officer or suspected of being a suicide note .

4.3 Special instructions in relation to private premises
An inventory must be created . Articles of special value , (for example , art , antiques jewellery and
cameras), will be desc ribed in detail , (including serial numbers or other unique identifying marks) ,
but such things as clothing, furniture , pictures and books need only be counted . Phrases like

"quantity of' are not acceptable since they permit misapprop riation. The list must include any
pertinent documents such as Wills , potential exh ibits (for example suicide notes or threatening
letters) bank or saving books with their account numbers and current bal ances, etc. Details of coins
and number of each denomination of notes and the amount found in individual purses , boxes and so
on should be shown to assist in establishing ownership in the event of a dispute .
Whenever possible property should be left, against receipt , with the occupier of the premises , a
relative , (who for this purpose need not be a blood relative) , or any other trustworthy person , except
for Wills , or any letters found or any item which might have a bearing on the cause of death and
would be likely to be required at an inquest. Confirmation of the identity of the relative must be
made. A photocopy of the document confirming their identity should be made in c ase of future
dispute from another relative who may feel that they have a greater claim on the property . Where no
blood relative or spouse c an be found at the time and it is not known if a Will exists , the person
taking charge of the property must be referred to the Treasury Solicitor at Queen Anne 's Chambers ,
28 Broadway, London SWH1 9JS , for instructions as to disposal .
Otherwise any unprotected prope rty of value, which can reasonably be removed , will be taken into
police possession an d deposited at the police station . The premises must be left secure .

4.4 Prop erty deposited at police stations
On arrival at the police station, particulars of all exhibit / property taken by police, (including items
required by the coroner ' s officer but excluding exhibits in a murder case which are entered in book
24B) , will be entered on form 66 by the officer finding , and countersigned by a supervising officer .
This entry will follow the format of the list in the officer 's report book. A copy of the list of exhibit /
prope rty must be handed to the coroner's officer with an indication of items being retained by
police.

4. 5 Admini strative Pro cedures (Fil e, c orr esponde n ce, keys,
wills)
4.501 Setting up a file
On receipt of the initial report an d any other details from the officer in the case , the Local Service
Delivery Manager (LSDM) will in the first inst ance ask Records Management Branch to open a file
in the GN91 series on which all future correspondence will be conducted . That officer will be
responsible for ensuring that the file is kept up to date and returned to Registry when all the
prope rty has been dealt with.
4.502 Correspondence
In all cases a detailed list of all the e xhibit / property in police possession must be given in all
correspondence . This includes savings book numbers , saving certificate values , insurance policy
numbers and all account balances where available, which are vital for the valuation of the estate for
probate/letters of administration (also known as admon) purposes .
4.503 Key s
If keys to the deceased 's premises are in police possession , these may be released straight away but
only against a form of indemnity and exhibit / property receipt. This will indemnify police for
exhibit / property held in the premises .

4 .504 Inspection of property
In cases where probate /admon is required , a solicitor representing the beneficiary can be allowed to
inspect exhibit / property if needed . No exhibit / property should be released, although photocopies
of the deceased's documents c an be made . Where solicitors are outside London and are therefore
unable to examine e xhibit / property or where building society books need updating prior to
obtaining probate/admon , exhibit / property can be released provided the solicitors give a
'conditional unde rtaking that the exhibit / property released is held to the order of the Commissioner
of the Metropolit an Police and will be returned to him upon dem and and that they will only be
released from such an undertaking upon production of a Grant of Probate or Le tters of
Administration.
4 .505 Wills
Where Wills are found and are in possession of police , great care must be taken that they do not fall
into the wrong hands. A Will may only be released to named executors or to solicitors acting on
their behalf and not to anyone else , having taken a certified true copy for inclusion on the papers . A
person claiming to be a named executor must supply proof of their status and identity to avoid
sibling rival ry . The ce rtified true copy of the Will must be created by police , by photocopying the
Will and for the person actually making the copy (and no-one else) to ce rtify on a convenient space
thereon as follows :'Certify true copy
..................signed
and dated
...........................name'.
Subsequent action to be taken will depend on whether or not the officer in the case has identified
next of kin .
4.506 Cases where property is held and relatives have been traced or a will exist s
Funeral expenses are the first charge on an estate and police are empowered to release cash from
deceased persons' money held to settle funeral accounts .
Claims are settled, as far as possible , by way of a cheque from the borough account on presentation
of an invoice from the undertaker or local authority. Requests for ' payments on account' before the
production of a properly presented bill should be treated with great caution and any amounts so
advanced must be made against indemnity . If the account is presented by an unde rtaker having been
instructed by a relative or friend and there is insufficient cash held by police , then the payment
should not be made and the creditor referred to the person who made the arr angements .
Where a relative , (not entitled to inherit), or friend has paid for the funeral, they may claim the cash
held in police custody to offset the funeral expenses , on production of an account that has been
endorsed as paid . In this case a cheque c an be made payable to the individual . Instances do occur
when a friend or relative has paid for the funeral and wishes for the sum incurred to be paid to a
charity rather than be reimbursed. Police may only make the cheque payable to the individual , and
he will in turn have to write a cheque to the charity , otherwise the cash held by police will remain
part of the deceased's estate .
4.507 Other Payment s
No other payments , e.g. electricity accounts , are to be made under any circumstances as this might
result in the Commissioner being regarded as 'executor de son to rt', and legally liable to administer
the remainder of the estate in accordance with the law , as opposed to handing it over to an
administrator . Neither must any outstanding benefits or insurance be claimed.

4.508+ Administrative
incompetence, firearms)

Procedures (Money,

mental

4.508 Money Belonging to the Deceased
It is normal practice to pay monies into the borough account . Where , however, it appears that the
matt er will be prolonged or if the sum is in excess of £2 ,000.00, then a deposit account c an be
opened. The account should be opened by the Fin ance Clerk in the full name of the deceased person
with the word "deceased" after their name . There must be two signatories for the account who will
be the Local Service Delivery Manager (LSDM) and the Finance Clerk . The decision can be made
at any time while the case is live . If solicitors appointed by the relatives ask for the money to be
deposited in an interest bearing account the criteria suggested above should be applied . If the
request is considered to be unjustified , e.g. because a small sum of money is involved , a letter
should be sent to inform the person making the request . The Chief Inspector, CJiJ, should make this
decision.
4.509 Subsequent actio n
Subsequent action will depend on the total apparent value including bal ances in savings books held
in police custody .
4.510 Over £5,000
Where this is over £5 ,000.00, sight of the following is necessary before the e xhibit / property can be
released : i) the original Gr ant of Probate of the Will ,or ii) the original le tters of administration or
iii) an Office Copy of either (i) or( ii) above bearing the seal of the cou rt. Where a Grant of
Probate is taken out it is usual to ask for such copies . This course of action must be taken as
protection for police when taking such e xhibit / property into safe custody , to ensure it is released
only to those entitled by law have it.
4.511 Below £5,00 0
E xh ibit / property valued at below £5 ,000.00 c an be disposed of to an executor on production of a
valid Will or relatives on production of sufficient evidence to prove the relationship to the deceased
such as bi rth and marriage certificates. The executor or relative will also be required to produce
evidence of their identity. Where proof of relationship is not satisfactory, particularly if the e xhibit /
prope rty in police custody is significant but below £5,000.00, then a Statutory Declaration c an be
requested from relatives . This can be drawn up by a solicitor or commissioner for oaths . It should
be made clear to the person(s) to whom the e xhibit / property is released that it is being passed to
them to deal with under the terms of the Will , (if any), or in accordance with the law on intestacy .
4.512 Mental Incompetence
Where a beneficiary is mentally incompetent and is held in an institution , the institution can be
asked to deal with the deceased's estate on the beneficiary's behalf an d where probate /letters of
administration, (also referred to as admon) , is needed, be asked to consult the Official Solicitor and
Public Trustee , 81 , Chancery Lane, London WC2A 1DD .
4.513 Release of Property

No exhibit / property or cash must be released without obtaining an indemnity, unless Grant of
Probate or Le tters of Administration have been obtained . This includes next-of-kin and the local
authority.
Care must be taken to ensure that where solicitors have been involved and produced the necessary
documents for release of exhibit / property, such exhibit / property is not directly released to the
beneficiary unless stated by the solicitor him or herself .
4 .514 Property Sent to Relatives
Exhibit / property can be sent, accompanied by exhibit / property receipt form 110 and an indemnity
to relatives by post . The value of the exhibit / property an d the wishes of the relative will dictate the
method used. Advice should be taken from the Post Office where necessary . Postal charges must be
recovered from any cash held, prior to forwarding the exhibit / property. However such deductions
must clearly be brought to the attention of the recipient before being sent .
4.515 Documents Issued by Government Bodie s
These documents must not be released to relatives or other persons but should be returned to the
issuing authorities, e.g. passports, pension books , driving licences , etc.
4.516 Firearm s
Firearms legally owned by a deceased person and covered by a firearms ce rtificate c an be returned
to the next of kin provided they obtain a relev ant firearms certificate. Alternatively an executor or
administrator of an estate c an obtain a temporary permit in order that they can arrange the disposal
of firearms as part of the estate .
It must be remembered that all firearms coming into police possession must be entered in Book 58A
and dealt with in accordance with the instructions therein .
Any queries can be referred to SC&019 Firearms Licensing.
4.517 Property no longer required by the coroner's officer or as an exhibi t
Deceased persons ' exhibit / property returned fr om the coroner 's office or which is no longer
required as an exhibit should be treated as above . Drugs and other medications should not be
returned to any person nor should they be destroyed on borough . They must be entered on form
613B and sent to Criminal Exhibit Services for destruction .

4.6 C ases where no blood relatives can be traced or where the
person dies intestate
Some local authorities have appointed officers to deal with the estates of persons who die within
their area. In cases where no relatives can be traced after reasonable enqui ries, police may hand
over exhibit / property in their possession to such officers against indemnity , irrespective of value .
Great care must be taken to ensure that such exhibit / property is no longer required by police fo r
any purpose .

In cases where councils decline to deal with exhibit / property, the matter should be referred to the
Treasury Solicitors at : Queen Anne 's Chambers , 28 Broadway, London , SW1H 9JS,
***************** *
In the event of any complex cases and uncertainty, advice can be sought by contacting the MPS
Directorate of Legal Services at : 10 Lamb's Conduit Street , London , WC1N 3NR, telephone
***************** *
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APPENDIX A

Distribution on Intestacy
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Widow or Widower
Children
Grandchildren
Parents of the Deceased
Brothers and Sisters
Half Brothers and Sisters
Grandparents of the deceased
Uncles or Aunts of the whole blood
Uncles or Aunts of the half bloo d

To summarize :
Anyone who is related to the deceased 's gr andparents can claim unless s /he is convicted of
murdering the deceased, (in which case Directorate of Legal Services should be consulted) .
If the entitled is under eighteen there must be two administrators .
This appendix has been included as a guide , but intestate succession is a complex area of law and
police officers are advised to refer any problems to experts.

APPENDIX B

Glossary of Terms used when Dealing with Estate s

Admon

Administration

Affidavit

Statement sworn on oath

Beneficiary
Citation

who receives a benefit or legacy
instructions whereby parties or witnesses were summoned to appear,
-, return inventories, etc, issued on a solicitor's authority
clause added to a Will after it's execution .

process issued by a Court
De Son Tort Administrator in his own wrong - a person who interfered with an intestate's
estate in anticipation of obtaining a grant of Administratio n
Person appointed by Testator to carry out the provisions made in the Wil l

iExecutor

Someone who died without making a Will, or for whom none could be foun d
of 1) A legal document issued to the person to inherit when the deceased has not
made a Will,
or
any Will made is not valid.
2) A legal document issued when there is a Will , but there is no executor
named , or those named are unable to apply or do not wish to be involved in
dealing with the estate .
legal document issued to one or more executors named in the deceased's
ill.
tatutory IA statement declared in the presence of a solicitor empowered to administer
estator (Author of a Will
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6. Tapes
Introduction
This chapter is a reminder on the procedure to be followed at the conclusion of an interview with a
suspect to ensure compliance with PACE . It is not a comprehensive document on tape interviews or
recordings . Detailed guidance is provided in Code E of the Police and Criminal Evidence Act . See
Legal Database) . The Policy and Manual on the operational use of video and imaging systems
within the Metropolitan Police Service may be found in Special Notice 13 00

Expand all sections

6.2 Custody Office Procedure
6.2.1 Responsibility of officer in the case
One tape will be treated as the original (master) tape and sealed before it leaves the presence of the
detainee . A second tape will be used as a working copy and used for making further copies where

the need arises. The master tape should be sealed by sticking the master tape label seal number on
the hinged edge or opposite . The officer conducting the interview shall sign the label and ask the
suspect and any approp riate adult and other third party present during the interview to also sign it .
The Book 105 number, the station code and either the custody record or Book 66 number are to be
noted in the appropriate box . The 'store reference ' is for the local exhibit store use only .
A signed copy of Form 987 'Notice to Person Whose Interview has been Tape Recorded' must be
issued and a copy retained with the case papers .
Should the person interviewed be charged, the individual or their legal representative must be
offered a copy of the interview tape(s) . A record of the offer and whether accepted or declined must
be completed by means of the approp riate pre-defined declaration on the NSPIS custody record (see
Custody Officer Requirements below) . The individual or their legal representative should also sign
the pre-defined declaration on the NSPIS custody record to acknowledge the offer of the tape , and
whether declined or accepted. If the detainee is not represented , or the legal representative has left
the police station, the tape(s) should still be offered but the detainee should be advised to take their
tape(s) to their solicitors immediately . In either case , a signed receipt for the tape(s) must be
obtained using the relevant section of the NSPIS custody record . A copy of this receipt must be sent
with the prosecution file to the Crown Prosecution Service .
6.2.2 Security of Tapes and Sensitive or confidential materia l
All tapes whether a master or working copy , must be kept in locked cabinets or cupboards . Access
to those tapes must be restricted to autho rised persons only . Authorised persons will include all
police officers and members of the CJLT who are working on the case, a police officer working for
the Department of Professional St andards , a person who has supervisory responsibility for a person
involved in the case, a case progression officer or CJL T manager . No other person should be
allowed access unless expressly authorised by the CJi J manager. If an authorised person is allowed
to remove a tape , a record of the removal or return must be made and the person that is either
removing or returning it must sign the entry.
At the conclusion of the case , investigating officers or other authorised persons responsible for the
security of working copy tapes must ensure that the tape(s) is/are submitted to C riminal Exhibit
Services through their local e xhibit store for secure destruction .
In cases of doubt, either relating to national security , confidentiality of intelligence , protection of
sensitive information or other contentious content , the tape cassette must not be supplied and an
officer of Detective Chief Inspector rank must be consulted.
6.2.3 Custody Officer Responsibilitie s
The Custody Officer will ensure that Tape Seal numbers are recorded and supervised on both the
relevant NSPIS Custody Record and in the Tape Book 105 , prior to being deposited in the 105
Transit store . When a Tape Book 105 is completed a new tape book will be sta rted and will be
sequentially numbered .
In the case of a person charged with an offence or informed that they will be prosecuted , the
Custody Officer must also ensure that the appropriate pre-defined declaration is completed on the
NSPIS Custody Record, detailing the offer of a copy of interview tape(s) as detailed in 6. 2 . 1 above
and ensure that an electronic signature is obtained from the detainee or legal representative to
acknowledge receipt of the tape(s) .

6.2.4 Local Shared Services (LSS) staff or Tape Librarian Responsibilitie s
The person responsible for collecting the master and working copy tapes from the custody suite will
check and sign the Book 105 and the custody record before removing the tapes from the 105 Tr ansit
Store. The relevant page(s) of the Book 105 will be photocopied and a copy kept in the Borough
Tape Store where they will be stored in Book 105 reference number order. All interview tapes must
be held in locked cabinets with access restricted to authorised officers . Master copy tapes will be
retained on the Borough for twelve months or until the Officer in the Case notifies the Exhibit Store
that the prosecution case or enquiries are complete and then be routinely forwarded to the Criminal
Exhibit Services for storage and disposal . A signed record of tapes being removed and returned
from the tape store cabinets must be kept .

6.3+ Copying of Interview Tapes
6.3 Copying of Interview Tape s
A record of all copies and to whom they were issued must be kept . A police officer has no
authority to break the seal on a master tape that is required for criminal trial or appeal
proceedings . If it is necessary to make a copy of a master tape then the instructions contained in
section 6 of PACE code E must be followed . If a copy of a tape is requested to replace a copy that
has already been supplied to a suspect or a defence solicitor, a charge must be made for this service
as laid down in Metropolitan Police Service General Fees and Charges .

6.4 No tape(s) supplied to person charged
Criminal Justice Unit (CJU) responsibilities
If for any reason the copy tape(s) is not supplied to a defendant or their representative at the time ,
and a request for the tape(s) is received , the CJLT will offer an opportunity to collect a copy of the
tape(s) from a suitable place at the police station . If the applicant refuses or is unable to call and
collect the tape(s) or it is impractical to do so, a copy may be sent by second class post . If this
procedure is followed, a receipt is not required.
If the CPS request a committal file or not guilty summary trial file and for any reason the tape(s)
has not been served on the defence , then the CJLT should send a copy of the tape(s) to the defence
solicitor or if not known , supply two copies to the CPS one clearly marked "for service on the
defence ".
6.5 Defence solicitors request to listen to the interview
Where the defence representative requests facilities to listen to the interview , this should be
arranged at a reasonably convenient time and the representative should be asked to attend the
station where listening equipment will be provided by police .
The flowchart at Tape Appendix A outlines the procedures to be followed when supplying audio
tapes to persons charged and their legal representatives .

6.6 - 6.7 Submission / Retrieval of tapes to / from Criminal
Exhibit Services

6.6 Submission of tapes to Criminal Exhibit Service s
Master Interview tapes and Custody Suite CCTV tapes from borough stores are stored at Criminal
Exhibit Services for a period of not less than 6 years and 1 year respectively, after which time they
will be destroyed without further reference to the originating OCU . The media is stored in a deep
storage facility where retrieval is a lengthy and costly process . Therefore tapes must not be
submitted to Criminal Exhibit Services until a year after the case has been completed, any appeal
period has passed and no further action is expected . The only exception to this rule is where an
interview tape pertains to a detainee where a decision has been made to deal with the offence by the
way of caution or no further action is to be taken .
Working copy tapes should be treated as "Destroyed on Division" and sent to Criminal
Exhibit Services in a sealed exhibit bag accompanied by a form 613 quoting the number of tapes
contained in each sealed bag . When the receipted form 613 is received from Criminal
Exhibit Services local records should be updated to show the CREV reference number (shown in
the top right-hand corner on form 613) . This process also applies to the Integrated Prosecution
Teams who will complete a form 613 and submit the tapes to Criminal Exhibit Services through the
local criminal exhibit store .
Borough Stores (for squads see below) : Master tapes must be recorded on the CJL T Prope rty
Database . Two copies of the paperwork must be printed and signed by a person appointed by the
CJiJ Manager . These should be placed in an envelope and securely attached to the outside of the
master interview tape box . The seal number of the tape box should be entered on the tr ansit sheet
ready for signature by the Criminal Exhibit Services driver.
Squads :For squads who do not use the CJiJ Property Database, they must ensure when bulk tapes
are submitted on a form 613 , it contains details of each individual tape (subject name and CRIS
number) so an individual tape can be located in the future . Records must also be maintained locally
of what tapes are sealed in each overseal as the database used by C ri minal Exhibit Services can
only record the overseals and multiple CRIS numbers .
6.7 Retrieval of Tapes from Criminal Exhibit Service s
If the instruction in the above paragraph has been followed , the number of occasions when a tape
will be required should be infrequent. All borough tapes will be restored via the MPS Despatch
system,
If a tape is required an officer must contact Criminal Exhibit Services giving the following details :
Borough Stores (for squads see below
•
•
•
•
•

Individual tape seal number (eg T1234567A)
Tape box seal number (eg MPSY1234567 )
Criminal Exhibit Services reference number (eg T11/P45B31)
Subject name
Reason for request (eg cold case review) .

The above may be obtained from either the local tape librarian or Local E xhibit Store. Tapes will
normally be received on borough between 2 to 4 working days of the request .
Squads

• CREV , overseal or CRIS number
Please contact Criminal Exhibit Services to ascertain if the overseal can be sent or if you will be
required to attend and collect 'part property' .

7. Custody Suite CCTV
Introduction
Custody Suite CCTV - Implementation of Revised Disposal Schedul e
The Management of Police Information (MoPI) Board has reduced the retention pe riod for custody
CCTV from seven years to one year .
This page details the implementation of the reduced retention period and the actions required to
ensure that CCTV currently held by C riminal Exhibit Services (CES) required for retention beyond
one year are identified.
New Custody Suite CCTV Disposal Schedul e
Custody CCTV will be disposed of as follows :
•
•
•
•

CCTV older than three years will be destroyed immediatel y
Staged introduction of the Retention Policy over the next two years .
From June 2015, there will be strict adherence to the one year CCTV Retention Polic y
Disposal of CCTV will be conducted twice a year (June and December) as detailed in the
table below
of recording

to December 200 9
anuary - December 201 0

(Date of disposal
Immediate
IFrom December 2013

(January - December 2011

From June 2014

January - December 2012

From December 2014

January - December 2013

1From June 201 5

Best practice & Appendix 1
Introduction
Crime Related Property
General Information

Police have wide ranging powers to seize any item which they think may have been stolen, used in
the commission of crime , or is otherwise of evidential value . Many Acts have provision for the
seizure of items , but the main provisions for seizure of property are contained within Section 19 ,
Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 .
When it is proper and safe to do so , officers are encouraged either to leave prope rty in the custody
of its current keeper or consider its earliest possible return to the lawful owner .
Once a decision has been made to sei ze an item, the question of retention then arises . Section 22 of
the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 refers .
The cost of storing prope rty is high. It is therefore essential that prope rty is not sei zed
unnecessarily . Consideration must be given to Section 22 of PACE which states that prope rty must
not be retained if a photograph would be sufficient.
Property must not be seized and retained simply as an asset of a defendant in anticipation of a court
making an order of deprivation or forfeiture . However , if a court does make an order for forfeiture
the property should be surrendered to police .
Definition
• Crime related property' covers all property seized by or otherwise coming into the
possession of police during the investigation of a c riminal offence(s) , including property
found by or handed to police which is thought to have a connection with crime . It is property
which ,
• is or is believed to be stolen ; or,
• has been used as tools or weapons in c riminal activities ; or,
• is the proceeds of crime; or,
• it may be an offence to possess ; or,
• may have evidential value in an investigation or prosecution ; or,
• is prisoners' personal prope rty, (although this should be returned to , or accomp any the
prisoner to gaol rather th an be stored by police) .

Best Practice
Recording Property
Whilst the handling and processing of property is usually straightforward , errors are easily
compounded and can lead to complaints or civil action . Accuracy is vital as it minimises the risk of
fraud or misappropriation. As soon as the property is brought into police custody, it must be fully
and accurately recorded and readily retrievable either on borough or from Criminal Exhibit
Services . Phrases like "a quantity of exhibits " must never be used .
Duty of Car e
Overall it must always be remembered that however valueless an d trivial an item may be , it remains
someone's property and police cannot assume the rights of ownership . The consequences when
something goes wrong bear no relation to the value of the property in question . It is therefore
essential that the correct action is taken right from the beginning , rather than having to explain or
rectify mistakes later . It is vital that all records are accurately maintained.

Audit
A clear audit trail must follow the item of prope rty from the time it is taken into police possession
to the time it is either restored or disposed of. At each stage the person signing for the item must
check that it is the same item identified on the records . The person who signs for the prope rty is
responsible for it's safekeeping .
Packagin g
Consideration should be given to using separate bags for different catego ries of property, for
example, personal property or exhibits . Correct separation at the outset will prevent the necessity
for re-sealing . Also , to ensure correct storage , the following items must be sealed separately from
any other property:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Money, including foreign currency and travelers' cheques
Firearm s
CS and gas sprays
Ammunition, including lead slugs for air guns
Controlled drug s
Pornography
Offensive weapons
Magnetic tape and disks

There are many categories of property that require special consideration when packaging, most of
which are listed under Appendix 1-Advice on how to deal with specific items . You may also check
the index .
Expand all sections

Appendix 1 - How to deal with specific items and useful
contacts
There are many categories of property that require special consideration when packaging, most of
which are listed below. If there is any doubt about how an item should be packaged, handled or
stored, Criminal Exhibit Services may be contacted for advice . If you have experience of any
unusual items that you would like to pass on to your colleagues please contact Steph anie Hall by
email.
* Drugs , cash , phones , jewellery, tapes , firearms, ammunition and tapes must be sealed
separately (due to different storage locations / secure disposal routes) .
Ammunition*- Only small arms ammunition less th an 0.5 inch / 12 .7mm caliber (bullet diameter not casing) may be submitted. Ammunition 0 . 5 inch / 12. 7mm or above must be collected by S 015
Reserve (***************). Ammunition should have a yellow Form 6602B a ttached. If it is
boxed, the number of boxes need to be recorded on the CREV /Form 613 . Loose ammunition must
be counted and recorded and packaged securely in a weapon tube or box to prevent moving /
rubbing and therefore accidental discharge .
Batteries- Unused, in date batteries, in manufacturer ' s packaging will be treated as saleable
property and submitted to Criminal Exhibit Services for auction. All other batteries will be recycled

locally as low value property. A storage container for batteries may be requested by
contacting * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * (opt 3 , opt 1) . Collections may be arranged free of charge by calling
the same number .
Beer barrels - A scheme known as Kegwatch has been set-up by UK breweries and is managed by
Guinness . Kegwatch will collect any lost or stolen beer barrels from any police station and may be
contacted by telephone on *************** .
Bicycles (Hire Cycles) - should only be retained if they are required as an exhibit in a serious case
and be returned at the earliest oppo rtunity.
Santander Cycles - Serco deal with the security and transportation of S antander cycle hire and can
be contacted to collect any recovered cycles by telephoning * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * or
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * (Control room) . Alte rnatively re dock the bike (and hit the service button on the
dock to lock an d flag for service if the bike is not in working order) .
Ofo Cycles - are GPS enabled and do not have docking stations . Ono cycles c an be left at any
public cycle rack . If the bike is damaged or Ofo needs to be contacted this should be done by emailing support@ofobike . com
Mobikes Cycles - are GPS enabled an d do not have docking stations . Mobikes cycles can be left at
any public cycle rack. If the bike is damaged or Mobikes needs to be contacted this should be done
by ringing *************** (Mon-Fri 9-6) or emailing su pport.uk@mobike .com
Bloodstained Clothing - Bloodstained garments should not be dried by being exposed to the air as
this allows contamination and the spread of infection . Forensic Drying Cabinets are provided
around the MPS to facilitate the drying of these articles . The cabinets are accessible through the
Scientific Suppo rt Units or local Scene Examiners. The responsibility for ensuring that items are
dry an d correctly packed rests entirely with the Officer in the Case .
Cash (Sterling)* - A note counting machine is available at Criminal Exhibit Services to assist
offi cers who sei ze large amounts of cash . Sterling for disposal must be paid into the Borough
Account unless it is contaminated or mutilated in which case it must be submi tted to the Mutilated
Notes section of the Bank of Engl and with form 7723 by registered post . Cash that is required for
retention should only go to Criminal E xhibit Services if it is required to be retained as an exhibit in
its present form . All other cash for retention should be treated the same way as cash for disposal .
Cash (Counterfeit - Sterling or Foreign Currency)* - All suspected counterfeit currency must be
submitted to the United Kingdom National Central Office (UKNCO) located within the National
Crime Agency as soon as possible or in any case within seven days. Guidance notes (Form
NCOlA-C(g)) and the submission form (Form NCOlA-C) may be found on the forms section of
the Intranet.
Cash (Mutilated or Contaminated) - Bank of England or Foreign Currency - see "Mutilated or
Contaminated Notes" below.
Cash (POCA)*- For all POCA cash including counterfeit , dyed stained , foreign currency and
sterling, please refer to the Criminal Finance Policy.
Contaminated Exhibits - Articles which have been contaminated by body fluids are a threat to
officers' health and will be placed in a bag fastened and sealed as securely as possible, and clearly

labeled with 'Health Hazard' tape before being over sealed in a tamper evident bag . Officers will
wear protective gloves whilst handling any item that is suspected of being contaminated .
Counterfeit Documents, including cheques - If possible , counterfeit documents should be
shredded and treated as recycled paper . Otherwise they may be ripped so that they may not be reused and disposed of as confidential waste .
Credit Cards - Credit, debit, charge , cheque guarantee , an d similar account cards, private company
identification cards and suchlike, if not restored to the owner , must be destroyed by cutting.
CS Gas (None MPS) - These must be stored in a weapons tube before sealing in a tamper evident
bag. For further information see the Firearms Chapter of the manual.
CS Sprays (MPS) - All unused expired canisters to be submitted inside a box oversealed with a
Form 420B (MPSZ sticker seal) or inside a weapons tube ; and inside a tamper evident bag . All
serial numbers must be listed on the CREV / Form 613 . All used canisters (and tazers) must be
retained for 6 years (6 months locally, before submission to Central CES) inside a weapons tube ;
and inside a tamper evident bag . A CRIS or other reference number and future disposal date must
be listed on the CREV/Form 613.
Damp Art icles - Wet clothing or other damp items should be dried using the Forensic D rying
Cabinets , as described under bloodstained clothing above , before being sealed in a tamper evident
bag.
Should the articles need to be sealed immediately they will not be placed directly in tamper evident
bag but will be sealed in a MPS exhibit / property bag using a ratchet seal . This bag will be pierced
with four holes using an ordinary hand held single hole punch. This should give sufficient
ventilation, (without breaching the security of the bag) , to enable the exhibit to breathe and thus
prevent the damp items from developing mould. If the articles are going to be retained for a long
period consideration must be given to removing them from the plastic bags to allow time for drying .
After the items are dry they will be resealed in tamper evident bags and the corresponding
documents will be amended to show the resealing of the e xhibit .
DNA /Swabs - Should be disposed of locally as clinical wast e
Driving Licences - If not restored to the owner , UK Driving Licences are to be returned to the
DVLA at Swansea with a 110 receipt . Non UK Driving Licences should be destroyed locally .
Electronic Equipment - Computers, pagers, personal organisers, mobile phones and any article
with an electronic memory must be sent to Criminal Exhibit Services for secure disposal . No other
route of disposal may be used .
Evidence bags (Used) - Tamper evident bags must have the information section removed and
collected in a used exhibit bag. Once the bag is full it may be sent to Criminal Exhibit Services via
despatch for secure disposal . The portion without sensitive data should be placed in the approp riate
local recycling bin .
Firearms*- must have green Form 6602A "proved safe " label attached (red Form 6602 will not be
collected) , and serial numbers listed on CREV / Form 613. Hand guns for retention c an be bagged
or boxed. Long arms for retention must be boxed for their protection . Due to the restrictions of the
number of firearms which may be tr ansported in one load without an escort, the number of real
firearms for collection must be declared.

Fireworks, Flares and Pyrotechnic Devices - Where pyrotechnic devices come into the
possession of police the advice and assistance of an Explosives Officer should be sought through
S015 Reserve (* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *) . If the device has been taken to a police station it should be
stored in an evidence bag (not weapons tube) pending advice from an Explosives Officer . Fireworks
cannot be sold, even if they are still in their original sealed wrappings, and must be disposed of
through S015 Reserve.
In all cases, the over-riding consideration must be one of safety. Pyrotechnic devices are potentially
lethal. If you are in doubt about the safety of a device, you must consult an explosives officer or an
officer specifically trained in the handling of such devices. Under no circumstances should
pyrotechnic or similar devices be transferred or sent to Central Criminal Exhibit Services .
Further guidance for Local CES stores, including posters and risk assessments can be viewed here
(section 2 .2.5).
Flammable Liquids - Liquids that are flammable must be stored outside in a container specifically
designed and marked with the relevant hazard classification sign . As with compressed gas , few if
any BOCUs have this facility and C ri minal E xhibit Services may be contacted for advice .
Foreign Currency* - Money coming into the possession of police must be counted immediately . It
is not always possible to identify the country of origin or currency . The different types of notes will
be separated and listed with as much detail as possible, for example :
14 foreign notes marked "50" with Arabic Script
15 US $20 dollar note s
2 French 10 Franc notes
5 orange coloured notes with Russian type writing
Under no circumstances will the words "quantity" or "amount" be accepted as a description of
foreign currency. Foreign currency that cannot be restored to the loser or finder will be listed on the
CREV / Form 613 and submitted to Criminal Exhibit Services as small saleable items . All foreign
currency submitted to Criminal Exhibit Services must be correctly sealed in a tamper evident bag .
Fragile Articles - Fragile items should be placed in a cardboard box larger th an the item and
surrounded with crumpled or shredded paper . The box should then be placed in a sealed e xhibit bag ,
clearly marked "fragile ", and dealt with in the usual way.
Gas Bottles / Cylinders - Compressed gas must be stored outside in a locked cage . If this facility is
not available locally, Criminal Exhibit Services should be contacted to arrange collection and
storage .
If LPG (liquefied petroleum gas) cylinders , such as "Calor Gas ", are unclaimed they may be
restored to the comp any named on them. The list of companies contact details may be found on the
LPG Association website .
Gift Vouchers / Cards - redeemable (check with issuer) , with approximately 3 months of more
until expiration, with a total value of £20 or more must be sent to Criminal E xhibit Services for
disposal via auction .

Hand Tools - Hand tools such as screwdrivers , spanners and hammers should be placed in the
special box provided for similar crime related items , for bulk disposal. For more information on
collections by Criminal Exhibit Services , visit the Intranet page.
Hazardous Exhibits - Risks must not be taken with any item that is believed to be hazardous, such
as chemical and or biological specimens . If there is any doubt advice must be sought from the
forensic provider .
Keys - should be placed in the special collection box provided for the disposal of crime related
prope rty keys.
Knife bins (Police) - The maintenance and emptying of police knife bins are the responsibility of
the borough. When emptying bins the contents should be subject to a visual inspection . Should
there be any evidence of the article being used in an offence officers should contact a Crime Scene
Examiner. Disposal of contents should be arranged via the local exhibit store who will arrange for
items to be taken to * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . Boroughs should keep a record of the number of items
recovered. (Instructions provided from SC08).
Letters or Parcels - Unopened letters , whether stamped or not, which have not been through the
post should be posted immediately . If letters or parcels , (including registered or recorded delivery
items) are found which appear to have been through the post but have not reached their addressees ,
a repo rt must be sent at once to the Director , Post Office Investigations Branch.
Magnetic tape - Procedures for dealing with the various categories of tapes can be found in Special
Notice 13/00. Magnetic fields may damage video an d audio tape recordings ; therefore tapes must be
stored away from any strong magnetic fields.
An extract from the Police Scientific Development Branch Publication 'Guidelines for the Handling
of Video Tapes' reads :
"The effect will depend upon the magnetic field strength , very large fields being necessary to
completely erase tapes that are stored correctly . The lower intensity fields created by many
eve ryday items of electrical equipment c an however cause the images on video tapes to degrade .
Television sets, loud speakers and telephones are just three examples of where such fields are
found . Tapes should not be stored or used in proximity to radio tr ansmitters /receivers, or mobile
phones, as these also induce electromagnetic interference. Additionally, storing tapes above a
radiator , or in direct sunlight c an affect a tape's magnetic properties and also cause the tape to
warp
They must be stored in a dust free environment at room temperature . Tapes or disks must not be
sealed unboxed in tamper evident bags . Where software containers are available , these should be
used . Special care should be taken with mini disks or diske ttes. Any identifying marks should be
applied to the outer cover with a fibre tipped pen as any undue pressure c an cause serious damage .
Military Property - Military property, including items of uniform, or anything identified as
belonging to a uniformed organization or company, should be offered to the nearest unit or branch
of the appropriate organization, if not claimed by the owner .
Mobile Telephones* - Unless forensic issues are relevant, the phones IMEI number must be run
through the National Mobile Pro pertyRe ister prior to submission to Cri minal Exhibit Services
(CES) . Further details and any queries should be directed to the National Mobile Phone Crime Unit
QLNECU) .They are not to be destroyed locally .

MPS Warrant Cards, Staff Pass or Contractor Pass - All found warrant cards or civil staff
passes must not be returned to the loser without the prior agreement of the PSG (to avoid a
duplicate card being issued and original card being returned to person who lost the pass) . They are
to be returned to the PSG via despatch with Form 7092A (if found internally) or to the PO Box
address if found by a member of the public (or handed in to the nearest police station) .
Mutilated or Contaminated Notes *
Bank of England - Defaced, mutilated or contaminated notes must be submitted to the Mutilated
Notes section of the Bank of Engl and (by staff on the autho rised signatory list) with their form 7723
by registered post . Before sending the form, a scanned copy is to be emailed to SSCL as detailed
below to enable them to correctly identify the monies when received into the ban k
Monies relating to POCA - ************** *

Monies relating to DMA/Divisional - * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
See section 12 of the Cash Handling SOP

risk assessments .

Foreign Currency - Defaced, mutilated or contaminated notes must be submi tted to C riminal
Exhibits for disposal .
Nitrous Oxide N20 (Laughing Gas) Capsules - ideally these should be separated into used /
unused. Used capsules to be recycled locally . Unused capsules to be securely packaged and
submitted via a bulky collection or blue bag to Central Criminal E xhibits for secure disposal. "Bulk
N20 Capsules for Disposal " will be accepted on one CREV . Capsules must NOT be
submitted as Drugs .
Official Documents - Exhibits consisting of official documents or other material bearing a
protective marking, (e .g. "Top Secret", "Secret", "Confidential" or "Restricted"), must be reported
to SO15 Reserve by telephone immediately .
The documents must then be taken by hand to Special Branch with a report giving the location and
circumstan ces of the fording , the name and address of the finder, and details of the officer to whom
it was handed. No other part of the property found with the documents may be restored until
directions have been obtained from Special Branch. Property carrying a warning that it is subject to
the Official Secrets Act, (e.g. Government Passes) , does not necessarily count as protectively
marked. In cases of doubt seek advice from SO15 Reserve .
Passpo rts - Lost, Stolen and Found - British and Foreign - The procedure to be employed when
dealing with passpo rts is fully documented in Item2 of Notice 05 -08 and Iteml of Notice 07-08. In
summary, passports should be returned by secure me ans to the issuing authority. British Passports
to PO Box 654 , Peterborough PE1 1WP with form RO1 . (Passport Notification - Recovered) or
form LS 0 1 (Passport Notification - Lost or Stolen) . Non UK Passpo rts to NDFU, PO Box 1000,
Hayes, Middlesex, UB3 5WB . There are limited circumstances when UK passports should be
restored to the loser (see reception services m anual) .
Petrol and Diesel - for disposal is to be collected by ICC on *************** (opt 3 , opt 1) .
Pigeons Ringed Homing or Racing - Whether the bird is dead or alive, details including the
number on the ring should be passed to ;

The Royal Pigeon Racing Association , Reddings House , Reddings Road, The Reddings ,
Cheltenham, Gloucestershire , GL51 6RN Telephone 01452 713 52 9
Police Registration Documents (PRCs) - If an aliens' Police Registration Document comes into
police possession it should be sent to SC026 PNC & Vetting Bureau .
Postage Stamps - British an d foreign postage stamps which cannot be restored to the loser or finder
will be submi tted to Criminal E xhibit Services listed by denomination on the CREV / Form 613 for
sale at auction.
Premium Bonds - If Premium Bonds are deposited with police and are unclaimed after seven days ,
details , including the bond numbers , should be sent to the address below with a request that the
owner be informed of their whereabouts .
The Director, Premium Bonds , National Savings & Investments , Blackpool , FY3 9YP
If still unclaimed after a month the bonds should be sent to that address .
Prisoners Personal Property - are not e xhibits and therefore will NOT be accepted by Central
Criminal Exhibit Services . It must accomp any or be forwarded to a prisoner . The Prisoner Location
Service (Tel no . 0121 626 3331 /2217) may be used to locate a prisoner .
Property Marked with Registration or Identification Ser vice Information - Property must
always be checked to see if it has been marked . If an item bears a tag or label with the name
"Monomark", or any other property registration and identification service, enquiries should be
directed to that organisation in an attempt to trace the owner .
Public Carriage Driver Licence , Badge or Vehicle Plate - When a licence, badge or vehicle plate
in respect of a public carriage or driver is deposited, the property and an explanatory report must be
sent to the
Public Carriage Office, 15 Penton Street , London Ni 8PU,
or the Metropolitan Traffic Commissioner, (in respect of PCVs) .
Religious Artifacts - Any religious artifacts must be handled and treated with respect to avoid
offence. If in doubt Criminal Exhibit Services may be contacted for advice . Under no
circumstances may an item be disposed of locally other than to return it to its lawful owner .
Safes - All safes must be sent to Criminal Exhibit Services for disposal (once emptied) . If it is
necessary for a safe to be taken into police possession and it is too large to be removed locally then
Criminal E xhibit Services should be contacted by phone on * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * to make
arrangements to have the safe removed to a Criminal E xhibit Services warehouse .
For details of a safe opening service please contact 'Operational Support' on
***************Association (***************), option 3, option I .
Scrap Metal - Scrap metal may be offered to the approved local dealer in such materials and the
payment recorded. Monies should be transferred to the Police Property Act Fund .
Sharps - Sharps e.g. knives should be handled as little as possible. To prevent injury, knives, sharp
implements etc should be provided with effective masking for the blade and points before securing

within a weapon tube. If the item is believed to be contaminated then the tube must be marked with
health hazard tape. Under no circumstances will sharp or dangerous items be placed inside a tamper
evident bag with other items where their unexpected presence might cause injury .
Spectacles - Non-prescription spectacles and sunglasses may be sent to Criminal E xhibit Services
for sale in the normal way . Presc ription spectacles must not be sold, but may be donated to any
local charity that collects them, or destroyed .
Street Vending Stalls (without engines) - such as hotdog and peanut st an ds. All pe ri shable items
must be removed. Fuel must also be removed - see section on 'Gas Bottles / Cylinders' or contact
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * (opt 3 , opt 1) for other fuel such as generators . After any fuel and perishable
items have been removed, please completed form 613 and request a bulky collection from CES on
************** *
Syringes - To prevent danger arising from handling syringes and needles , the special containers
supplied for this purpose MUST be used . If the plastic needle cover is separate from the syringe no
effo rt must be made to replace it on the needle as this is a common cause of 'needle stick ' injury.
Syringes for Immediate Disposal - Any syringe that is not required as an exhibit and can be
disposed of immediately, will be placed in the SharpSafe disposal bin . Care must be taken to avoid
overloading the container or forcing syringe needles through the wall of the container.
When a container is three quarters full it must be sealed with 'Health Hazard tape and the officer
sealing it must sign across the seal . The boxes should remain inside the building . Arrangements
have been made with Property Services for the boxes to be collected by a contractor from the
location where they are normally used.
Syringes for Retention - All hypodermic syringes , (with or without needles), will be placed in the
specially designed syringe holders , supplies of which are kept in scenes of crime packaging boxes .
The syringe holders will be sealed within tamper evident bags .
Tapes (Master Interview and Custody Suite) - see section 6 . 6
Telephone Cards - Telephone cards in their trade sealed wrapping that are not claimed by the loser
or finder will be submi tted to Criminal Exhibit Services , listed by denomination on the CREV /
Form 613, for sale at auction. Those not in their original wrappers will be destroyed by being cut
into several pieces.
Trade Plates - If motor trade plates are deposited , the issuing Vehicle Registration Office must be
informed as soon as possible . The plates remain the property of the VRO but may be restored to a
claimant who proves entitlement to them , unless the VRO asks for their return .
Vehicle Licenses - Vehicle excise licenses which are not claimed by the owner within seven days
should be sent to: The London Central Vehicle Registration Office , 1 Zoar Street, London SE1
OSY .
Refunds cannot be claimed on unexpired licences .
Warrant Cards, Staff and Contractor Passes - Found pass and / or holder are to be forwarded via
the valuables bag to ***************with a completed form 7092A. Pass should NOT be
returned to the person losing the pass without prior agreement of PSG . To return a pass and / or
holder eg retirement, complete form 7093. For further details please click here

Works of A rt and Fragile Items - Several factors need to be considered including the condition,
value and sensitivity of the property. Consideration may have to be given to the correct
environmental conditions to store the prope rty. The advice of Criminal Exhibit Services must be
sought when handling or storing high value paintings, works of art, statues etc. All fragile items
must be clearly labeled 'fragile'.

